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How does your
employee assistance program
compare with accepted
program standards?
Announcing a new publication from EAPA:
THE

`elf-Administered

ASSESSMENT

FORM

Applying Professional Guidelines
to Employee Assistance Program Operations
t
1 he EAPA SeY-Administered EAP Assessment Form is a tool to
assess EAP design, implementation and maintenance. It will help EAP
practitioners as well as an organization's decision makers determine
EAP scope of operation and responsibilities. It has added value in
serving as an educational device for marketing quality EAPs.
While this Form is not part of the formal EAPA program accreditation
process, it provides a blueprint for program self-inventory and can
prepare practitioners for future program accreditation.
This form has been field-tested prior to publication. It contains 73 pages
in workbook format.
Price: $60.00 (U.S.) EAPA member rate
$80.00 non-member rate

To order, cal[:
Employee Assistance Professionals Association Resource Center
(703)522-6272•(703)522-4585 (fax)
EAPA
2101 Wilson Blvd. •Suite 500 •Arlington, VA 22201
Visa/MC/Amex accepted.
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Reaching Out and looking In:
EAPA's Strategic Plan for '94-95
by Sandra Turner, CEAP
EAPA President
ustpriortotheMarch 12-13 Board
meeting, the EAPA Board of
Directors held its annual strategic
planning session to re-prioritize the
goals of the Association for 1994-95.
While these seven goals are the
same as 1993-94,thei r order of priority
has shifted dramatically! The Board
considers that increasing access to
employee assistance services by
promoting the development of such
programs is EAPA's number-one
priority this year. Tactics for attaining
this goal include: national and local
legislative and public policy efforts;
the development of innovative
programs to reach underserved
populations through small business
consortia, member assistance
programs, etc.; and the development
of alliances with related business,
professional and governmental entities
to promote the growth of EAPs.
This goal was ranked seventh
previously. Today it is first. Why?
With the proNiferation of legislation on
a state and federal level impacting the
scope of services delivered by EAPs, it
is imperative that we employ a
proactive strategy to define our own
scope of practice. To be successful,
we must utilizethe helpofmanyofour
members in their local communities
across this country and around the
globe. The Exchange,legislative alerts
and the chapter officers' newsletter,as
well as presentations by staff and
national officers at local chapter
meetings are all vehicles for us to
communicate about our successes,
losses and cost-effective strategies for
getting the word out about EAPs to
government, business and aligned
professional groups. Hope to see you
out there on the campaign path.
The goals and strategies for
attainment are as follows:
Goal 1. Access to Employee
Assistance Services: Promote access
to employee assistance servicesfor all
employed persons and their families.
EAPA EXCHANGE
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Strategy A: Promulgate policies

and procedures providing access to
prevention, assessment, intervention,
and follow-up services.
Strategy B: Develop a program to
supportthedevelopmentofinnovative
models for services delivery, i.e.,
consortium, small business, members
assistance programs, etc., incorporatingthe CEAP as a component of
such models as a quality measure.
Strategy C: Develop alliances and
legislative initiatives at federal, state
and local levels that would promote
employee assistance development.
Strategy D: Promote culturally diverse employee assistance programs.
Goal 2. Organizational Effectiveness: Strengthen EAPA's organizationalstructure to enhance EAPA's
capacity to achieve the Association's

mission and goals.
Strategy A: Formalize strategic
planning through the development of
a five-year business plan.
Strategy B: Maintain short-term
financial stability, provide basis for
enhancing financial viability.
Strategy C: Create and implement
mechanisms for auditing of each
achievement of goals and objectives
on atimely basistoenable re-definiticl~
of objectives and re-allocation/redirection of resources.
Strategy D: Develop mechanisms
for upgrading technology throughout
the Association's headquarters.
Strategy E: Create organizational
and administrative handbook.
Strategy F: Develop a marketing
plan to assist chapters in conducting
local promotions.
Strategy G: Establishamembership
structure to improve membership
services.
Strategy H: Establish a structure to
improve chapter services and
utilization of user products.
Strate I: Design strategies to help
increase membership by increasing
new members and retaining current
members.

Ensure that Board
Strate
Committees,Regional Representatives
and the EACC are efficiently staffed.
Strat~vK: Develop and implement
a fundraising plan.
Goal 3. Professional Ethics:
Fostering the highest ethical practice
among Employee Assistance
Professionals.

Strategy A: Developacertificationbased program to administer and
enforce the Code of Professional Conduct for all CEAPs.
Strategy B: Develop a program to
admin ister and enforce a code ofeth ics
for all EAPA members, CEAPs and
non-EAPA member CEAPs.
Strategy C: Develop and promote
an ethics seminarfor all EAPA members
as a joint effort between the Ethics
Committee and the Education and
Training Committee.
Strategy D: Develop and promote
a requirement for all CEAPs to attend
the EAPA ethics seminar and require
two hours oftraining in ethics in order
to be recertified.
Goal 4. Professional Development:
Identify the changing dynamics and
global development of the Employee
Assistance field and enhance the
competency and qualifications of
Employee Assistance Professionals.
Strategy A:
Maintain the
certification and recertification
program that reflects currentstandards
and trends.
Strategy B: Develop a policy and
program to provide EAPA-sponsored
innovative continuing education in
employee assistance programming,
human resources, management,labor,
safety and occupational health issues.
Strategy C: Enhance collegiality,
networking and education through
high quality EAPA conferences by
developing and maintaining a fiveyear conference plan for annual, legislative and district conferences.
Establish an
Strategy D:
international EAPATrainingCenterto

meet the everchanging training and
education needs of employee
assistance professionals and those
striving to become EAPs.
Strategy E: Develop a program to
encourage and assist colleges and
universities to integrate EAPAapproved core curriculum into
academic programs.
Strategy F: Develop strategies to
enhance competency in cultural sensitivity.
Goal 5. Professional Standards:
Foster the highest level of Employee
Assistance Program standards.
Strategy A: Raise the awareness of
individuals inside and outside of the
EAP field about the process and
availability of certification.
Strategy B: Be proactive in efforts to
extend the voluntary certification
process into practice or title licensure
among any or al I states, plus Canadian
provinces and other countries.
Strategy C: Maintainacertification
structure that is financially sound as
well as legally defensible within efforts to enhance the competency and
qualifications of employee assistance
professionals.
Strategy D: Guide the Association
in the development of accreditation
functions. Explore options for the
coordination of activities creating the
proper mix of internal and external
resources.
Strategy E: Develop alternative
education/training/apprentice models
to assist individuals pursuing CEAP
certification.
Goal 6. Promotion of employee
assistance contribution: Provide
leadership in promotingtheawareness
and benefits of employee assistance
programming.
Strategy A: Inform and educate
members of EAP—related national and
international activities and developments.
Strategy B: Promote the Employee
Assistance field through favorable
national and state legislation and
regulations; and inform and educate
EAPA members about public policy
developments and their impact on the
field.
Strategy C: Promote to EAPA
members successful local grassroots
activities.

Strategy D: Develop a program to
promote employee assistance concepts
to allied associations including labormanagement,
organizational
development, behavioral health
sciences, rehabilitation, insurance
carriers, benefit consultants, wellness
providers, treatment providers, and
human resource managers.
Strate~vE: Supporttheworktoward
the adoption and recognition of EAPA
Standards by the public and private
sector.
Strategy F: Supporttheworktoward
the adoption and recognition of the
Certified Employee Assistance
Professional by the public and private
sector.

prioritized goals and strategies.
The principal budgetary assumptions continue to include an essential ly steady-state revenueenvironment
with the budgetary changes reflected
in our expenditures. The premises
underlying the expenditure budget
continue to be that:
• we do not wish to completely
eliminate any existing program or
service;
• the present staffing level is the
minimum necessaryto maintain those
activities; and
• to sustain EAPA's mission, we
need to continue to invest in several
programs and initiatives.
The budgetary proposal as
presented, then, seeks to maintain: a
broad base of member services; efforts
to expand and leverage our existing
member base; and a commitment to
program investments that will ensure
that our Association and membership
are positioned to take advantage of
changes in our environment.
We seek to continue, as well, a
commitmentto initiativesthat may not
require additional budgetary funding
during the forthcoming fiscal year,
including: international standards;
accreditation;and ethnicdiversityprograms.

Goal 7. Research andlnformation:
Identify, collect, analyze and
disseminate information and sponsor
research on issues affecting the
profession and its constituents.
Strategy A: Identify existing and
new channels of communication.
Strategy B: Col lect i nformation from
the new and existing channels and
develop mechanisms to upgrade
existing technology.
Strategy C: Expand on the uti I ization
of The Journal of Employee Assistance
Research.
Strategy D: Develop a policy
The "Baseline Budget"
governing the manner in which EAPA
applies for and receives funds for the
The pointofdepartureforevaluating
purpose of conducting research and
the 1994-95 budget recommendations
education and training through
would be our 1993-94 "adjusted
government and private foundation
budget" presented on the following
grants and contracts.
page and reflecting re-evaluations of
Strate~v E: Obtain research funding
our current revenue forecast, the
on issues affecting the profession and
implementation of budgetary reits constituents.
allocations needed to support a
balanced budget (including the full
■
effect of the recommendations
FY 1994-95 Budget
approved by the Board in Anaheim,
EAPA, in recognition of a need to
e.g., a full year of savings from
adjust expectations for some areas of
personnel positions) including:
income and adjust the level at which
• the annualization of personnel
the Association has been attemptingto
changes(savings)implementedduring
operate, made a number of
the 1993-94 fiscal year in accordance
recommendations to the Board of
with the Finance Committee's
Directors in April for a budgetary
recommendations made in Anaheim
framework for the next fiscal year. It is
during the 22nd annual EAPA
clearthatwhilethe longviewcontinues
conference;
to look good, the close-up view of
• the inclusion of a provision for
EAPA's coming two years calls for
"capital maintenance" that reduces
some belt-tightening to foster
the accumulated deficit by 24 percent
budgetary stability. The Association
($53,000); and
looks to an alignment of the use of
• a number of proposed initiatives
Association resources with EAPA's reand related budgetary provisions
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On a separate note, last month
Chief Operating Officer Michael
Benjamin left EAPA. Interim Director is Kenton Pattie. We are
now in the process of conducting
a search for a new C.O.O. He/she
will be installed laterthis summer
and introduced to you at the annual Conference in Boston. Look
for further details about the
progress ofthis Search Committee
in the chapterofficers' newsletter,
distributed periodicallytoall chapter presidents.
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APPROVED 1994-95 BUDGET
With Comparison to Adjusted 1993-94 Budget
Proposed

Adjusted
REVENUES
Membership dues
Contributions
Certification
Annual meeting
Legislative conference
Regional meetings
Publications Inf. Serv.
Advertising income
Mailing lists
Contracts &Projects
Contracts-AoA
Special Dues Assessment
Projects-Self-Assessment
Projects-DoT Training
Training
Investment income
Other income
&

within each Association department
for 1994-95:
Management. Fill the administrative assistant vacancy created when
the existing position moved to become Director of Membership; decrease administrative travel; pursuant
to the Board's recommendation, engage the services of a development/
marketing consultant.
Membership. Reduce travel to exhibitsites and nonreplacement of partial personnel loss.
Public Policy. Reducetravel budget
and nonreplacement of staff member;
Conference Department.
Nonreplacement of staff member.
Resource Center. Nonreplacement
of staff member.
Research Journal. Publish one
journal per year instead of two.
Education &Training. Reduce due
to reduced revenue forecast.
Special Projects. Complete AoA
Grant and undertake a membership
survey contingent on a special onetimedues assessment as recommended
bytheFinanceCommittee. Withalike
amount already budgeted by the
Association, the project will be
budgetarily neutral from ashort-term
fiscal perspective.
Capital Maintenance. Establish a
provision for capital maintenance
(deficit reduction of 24 percent)
pursuant to Finance Committee
recommendationsand reservefor legal
or other contingencies.
Provision for Staff Compensation
Increases.
The net impact of these
recommendations will be to reduce
the budget by $11,200.

Total Revenues
EXPENSES
Management &General Adm.
Membership Services
Committee Projects
Regional Representation
Certification Program
Public Policy
Conf Mgt &Annual Ivltg
Legislative Conference
Regional Meetings
Publication-Exchange
Resource Center
Research Journal
Training
Sponsored projects
AoA
Membership Survey
Capital Maintenance
Staff raises
Total Expenses
Net Surplus (Deficit)

1993-94

1994-95

815,000
60,000
235,000
795,930
9,425
156,740
65,100
50,000
39,700

815,000
40,000
235,000
830,930
9,425
156,740
65,100
50,000
39,700

0

0

15,427

0
17,000

0
0
0

0
0

70,000
16,000

50,000
16,000

10,000

0

2,338,322

2,324,895

681,495
232,913
53,682
31,587
187,454
123,875
427,339
17,525
146,740
199,293
113,569
70,000
45,000

701,495
231,913
53,681
31,587
187,454
100,875
391,339
17,525
146,740
199,293
91,369
35,000
40,000

5,000

0

0
0
0

17,000
53,000
26,000

2,335,472

2,324,271

2,850

624
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Stress Cards in a variety of styles, including
"The EAP Card" and "The Economy Stress
Card". We also offer colorful magnetic and
plastic business cards at the lowest prices.

• FAST
• ACCURATE
• INEXPENSIVE
• CONVENIENT

Free Catalog with samples.

For Information Call

1-800-726-0526
"EAPs in the Schools."School's almost"in";are EAPs? To contribute
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EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

Sandra Turner, President
George Cobbs, Vice President
Tamara Cagney, Secretary
Madeleine Tramm, Treasurer
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Ann K. Baxter
Eastern Region
James R. O Hair

Mid-Atlantic Region
Philip A. Hess
Mid-West Region
)on Christensen
North Central Region
Carole A. Stevenson
Pacific Region
B.R.(Bob) Challenger
Southern Region
Janet Mug
Southwest Region
Robert A. Mines
Western Region
Aroon Shah
Canadian Region
Vaughn Mosher
International Region

a comment, an article, or an editorial resource, please call Beverly
Foster at (703) 522-6272 or fax (703) 522-4585.
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COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS
Debra Reynolds, Accreditation
Irene Simonetti, Advisory to
EAPA Exchange
Bob Tank, Benefits
James M. Oher, Bylaws
Daniel C. Smith, Consultants

Thomas J. Elliott, Education &Training
Dan Lanier, Ethics
Gary Maltbia, Ethnic &Cultural Concerns
)ack McCabe, Labor
Joseph T. O'Sullivan, Legislative &Public
Policy
Carol N. Irons, Membership
Richard G. Wall, Program Managers
Kirk Harlow, Dr. PH, Research
Jane 011endorff, Standards
Patrice M. Muchowski, Treatment
Linda M. Sturdivant, Women's Issues
John Burke, Chairperson
Employee Assistance
Certification Commission

EAPA Exchange
Beverly J. Foster, Editor
Published by:
EAPA, Inc.
2101 Wilson Blvd. •Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201
(703) 522-6272 •Fax (703) 522-4585
To advertise in the Exchange, contact:
LMB Marketing
(708) 922-0975 •Fax (708) 922-0973

The Exchange welcomes the opportunity to review
member submissions for publication, and to retain and
use them as appropriate. The Exchange reserves the
right to edit or decline submissions as necessary.
Published articles by members do not necessarily reFlect
Association philosophy or policy.
X1994 by Employee Assistance Professionals Association,
Inc. Reproduction without written permission is
expressly prohibited. Publication ofsigned articles does
not constitute endorsementof personal views ofauthors.
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year,EAPA recognizes the contributions ofits members
through a variety of awards presented 'at the EAPA annual
conference,scheduled this year in Boston, November 18 - 21. The
EAPA Board ofDirectorsisinviting membersto make nominations
for these awards. Members are requested to submit their nominee,
for any or all awards listed below,to their regional representatives
no later than July 1,.1994; call EAPA at (703)522-6272 if unsure
whom to contact. The focus and criteria for each award is detailed
below:

Ross Von Wiegand Award

EAPA Special Recognition

This award recognizes a joint labor/management program.
Nominees should be employee assistance programs that are
jointly administered and are modelsofsuccess. The award will
be presented to one labor and one management representative
of the program. Nominations should be made in writing and
should include: a history of the program; examples of challenges and success; and examples of unique services offered
through joint labor/management participation.

Awarded to individuals or programs who have made special
contributions to the field and/or EAPA through the last year.
Nominees mustbe membersofEAPA. Allchapters are eligible
to submit nominations. Nominations should be made in
writing and include: contributions to EAPA atthe localchapter
level; contributions to EAPA at the regional/district level;
contributions to EAPA at the national/international level;
contributionsto thefield ofemployee assistance programming;
number of years in the EAP field; number of years as an EAPA
member; current employment; and impact of the nominee's
special contributions.

EAPA Member of the Year Award
Presented to the EAPA member who has made outstanding
contributions to the field of EAP throughout his or her career.
Nominee must be a member ofEAPA for at least five(5)years.
All chapters and members are eligible to submit nominations.
Nominations should be made in writing and include:
contributions to EAPA at the chapter level; contributions to
EAPA at the regional/district level; contributions to EAPA at
the national/international level; contributions to the field of
employee assistance programming; number of years in the
EAP field; number of years as an EAPA member;and current
employment.

Humanitarian Award
Awarded to individuals, chapters or employee assistance
programs for service to the community outside the course of
normalEAP business. All membersand chaptersareeligible to
makenominations.Nominationsshouldbesubmittedinwriting
and include: service contributions; and impact of service.

The John J. Hennessy Award
Honorsthe person whoexemplifieslaborleadership in theEAP
field. All nominations should be made through the labor
committee;contactthelaborchairpersonfor nomination criteria.

Past and Current Members EAPA Board of Directors
Aaron,Miriam
Ahern,James
Alexander, Doris
Anderson, Andy
Anderson,Dan
Anderson, R. E.
Arnold,Judy
Asma,Fern
Atkins, Gary
Austin, Rowland
Bailey, Nancy
Ballasiotes, Ida
Baxter, Ann

Bernstein,Jesse
Bernstein, Mary
Beyers, William
Bibby,Candace
Blair, Brenda
Blum,Terry
Brant,Chief
Brawley, Midgie
Broughton, Brenda
Burger,Frank
Burke, William
Butterworth, Weldon
EAPA EXCHANGE

Byers, Bill
Cagney,Tamara
Campbell,Jack
Challenger, Bob
Christensen;Jon
Christian, Willian
Clarno,John
Cobbs, George
Combs,Bill
Conway,Jean
Cook, William
Cowen,Terry
Crawford,Linda
Dehm,Yvonne
DeLapp,Greg

Deming,Janet
DesBoine,Carmen
Desmond,Thomas
Dolan,Jack
Dorris, Robert
Douglas,James
Durban,Charlie
Durkin, William
Edwards,James
Elliott, Thomas

JUNE 1994

Fair, Gary
Farmer,Jennifer
Feuer, Barbara
Finch,Ron
Finney, Mary Lou
Fleming,Claire
Foote, Andrea
Forquer,Bonnie
Fossen,Peer
Francek,James
Frederick, Robert
Gennerson, Uwe
Gibbons, Austin
Givens,Larry
Golden, Morris
Gomberg,Edith
Good,Roger
Googins, Bradley
Gorman,John
Grant, George
Gray, Muriel
Grimes,Howard
Guest,Jack
Hallenberg,Suzanne
Harlow,Kirk

Hayward,Becky
Hearn, Daniel
Hennessey,Phil
Hess,Phillip
Hickel, Robert
Hooks,John
Horstman,Glenn
Howatt, Betty
Huddleston,Frank
Hudson,Thomas
Isles, Geoffrey
Keller,Phil
Kelly, Ray
Landreth,Charles
Lanier, Dan
LaRoy,Bob
Lehman,James
Lipscomb,Sally
Livingston, William
Majcen, Ken
Maltbia, Gary
Mantell, Margaret
Marchesini, Edgar
Maroe,Pamela
Martey,Herb

Martin,Preston
Masi, Dale
McBeth,Jesse
McCabe,John
McCrea,Joan
McGinn,Robert
McKenna,Phil
McManus,John
Mines, Robert
Molloy, Dan
Moser, Vaughn
Muchowski,Patrice
Mug,Janet
Murgitroyde,Tom
Murphy,Jim
Nagle, Marcia
O'Connor,Thomas
O'Donnell,Bill
O'Hair,Jim
O'Sullivan,Joseph
Oher,James
011endorff,Jane
Olson, Nancy
Parker, Kevin
Pasco,Thomas

Patrick, Pat
Perkins, George
Persico, Cynthia
Phillips, Don
Pilat, Joanne
Pilkington, Charles
Reagan,Riley
Reddy,Betty
Reichman, Walter
Reynolds, Debra
Richardson, Wayne
Rogers, Duane
Roman,Paul
Rooney,Gerard
Rose,Jack
Roth,Jim
Sandin,Donald
Scharlau, Ed
Schleicher, William
Schwarzlose,John
Shah, Aroon
Sherman,Paul
Simonetti,Irene
Small,Ed
Smith,Gary

I~~TVITES NOl~~INATIONS
1995 OFFICERS
The Board of Directors is seeking nominations for a variety of offices within EAPA at the national level. Eligible nominees for the
Executive Committee will have previously served on the EAPA Board of Directors; that list is provided on the following page.
Representatives and Special Directors can be nominated from among the generalEAPA membership. All new officers will assume
office in November,1994.
Criteria for Nomination
ExecutiveCommittee: Allnominationsshallhavebeenmembersforatleastthreeyears;allnomineesmustbevotingmembers
ofthe Association;all nominees shall be certified employee assistance professionals(CEAP);all nominees shall have served on the
Board of Directors; all nominees must have demonstrated a commitment to the Association through service at the local,regional
and/or national level; election to the Board carries with it a responsibility and commitment to attend scheduled meetings. All
nominees must be willing to contribute actively of time and talent to the objectives of EAPA.
Regional Representatives: All nominees shall have been members for at least three years; all nominees must be voting
members of the Association; all nominees shall have the CEAP credential; it is recommended that candidates for regional
representatives have served as a chapter president;each nominee must be a resident of the region he/she represents;all nominees
must have demonstrated a commitment to the Association through service at the local,regional and/or national level;election to
the Board carries with it a responsibility and commitmentto attend scheduled meetings. All nominees mustbe.willing to contribute
actively of time and talent to the objectives of EAPA.
Special Directors: Two names for each position will be placed in nomination by the appropriate committee; criteria for
nomination shall be determined by the committee;each director must be employed in the capacity that he/she represents.
Nomination Procedure The Nominating Committee for this year of transition consists of your regional representatives.
Nominations for office, to be submitted in writing to your Regional Representative, should reflect: the candidate's recognized
leadership role; the candidate's prior participation in EAPA;reasons why you feel the candidate.is qualified; assurance that the
candidate will assume responsibility for unbudgeted expenses. EAPA only pays airfare and one night's lodging for each Board
meeting.
Nominations Evaluation Two names will be placed on the ballotforeach position. The Nominating Committee willevaluate
all nominations based on the four areas outlined above.
Timeline The deadline for submitting nominations is July 1. The Nominating Committee convenes July 18. On September
1,ballots will be mailed out;ballots mustbe returned to EAPA by October 15. New officers will beinaugurated at the EAPA annual
conference in Boston.

EAPA Position Descriptions
President: Presides at all Association business meetings,
at all meetings of the Board of Directors and at all meetings of
the Executive Committee;designates the Board membersto act
as liaison to the Association committees; performs such other
duties and has such other powers as the Board of Directors or
Executive Committee may from time to time prescribe;supervises the Chief Operating Officer; negotiates an employment
contract with the Chief Operating Officer; and, with the approval ofthe Board of Directors,is empowered
to terminate the employ of the Chief Operating
Smith, Deboral,
Officer pursuant to the terms of the contract.
Smith, Daniel
President Elect: Actsas an observer ofthe
Smith,Patricia
President,
Board of Directors and is chair of the
'rom
Snover,
Stanford,Dick
ethics committee;servesatwo-yearterm and then
Stark,Carolyn
assumes atwo-year term as President; and is a
Stevenson, Carole
voting member of the Board and the Executive
Stuckey Robert

Sturdevant,Boyd
Sullivan, Adolph
Tank,Bob
Taylor, Charles
Tisone, Carl
Tramm,Madeleine
Turner,Sandra
Wall, Richard
Wapner,Roger
Wapner,Boyd
Wheeler, Karen
Williams,John
Wrich,James
Yost, Bill
Zehm,Zeke

Committee.
Past President: Acts as Parliamentarian

at all Association meetings;acts asadvisor to the
President and the Board;serves as"ambassador°
to professional associations and governmental units
doing business with EAPA;and is a voting member of the Board and the Executive Committee.
Vice President: in the absence or disability of the President, performs the duties and
exercises the powers of the President; performs
other dutiesand hassuch powersasthe Board or
the Executive Committee from time to time
prescribes; and acts as primary liaison to committees serving the Board.

Secretary: Has the duty of supervising the keeping of minutes
of all meetings of the Board of Directors and the Executive
Committee;chairs the Nominating Committee and supervises
the mailing of the slate of officers to the voting members of the
Association;acts as primary liaisonfor the RegionalRepresentatives
to the Executive Committee and chairs the Representatives' annual
meeting;performs all duties which are incidental to the office of
Secretary; and performs such other duties as the Board, the
Executive Committee or the President may from time to time
prescribe.
Treasurer: Acts as chairperson of the Finance Committee;isresponsible for supervising the funds of the Association;
submits to the Executive Committee and the Board an annual
report of the financial condition of the Association,including
receipts and disbursements; and carries out such other duties
and has such powers as the Board,the Executive Committee or
the President may from time to time prescribe.
Regional Representatives(Western,Eastern,Southern,
Midwest, International): Serves as liaison between his/her
region and the Board ofDirectors;presides overthe activities of
the region; reviews all applications for chapter status; and
performssuch otherfunctions asshall be required by the Board
of Directors.
Special Directors (Labor, Internal, ExternallConsultant,Diversity): Serves as arepresentative ofhis/her constituency tothe Board ofDirectors;performssuch other fiznctions as
required by the Board of Directors; Diversity Director also
advises the Board on diversity issues;serves for two years and
iselected byevery voting member,exceptlabor which is elected
by labor card with ballot.

Copy in italics represents changed or proposed duties; member comments to the
Transition Committee, Jon Christensen, Chair, are encouraged.
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New Video on
DOT Alcohol &
Drug Rules for
EAPs, CEAPs,
& SAPs
Do you know:
■
the 5 prohibited behaviors
concerning alcohol use?
■
the 5 types of alcohol tests
permitted?
■
the consequences of a .02 to .04
positive alcohol test?
■
the changes in the drug testing
rules?
■
the definition of a'BAT'?
■
when a driver must be referred to
a substance abuse professional?
If you,or your organization, need
to know more, watch and listen to
Donna Smith, Acting Assistant Director, DepartmentofTransportation,
under whose guidance the rules were
developed. The "What You Need to
Know About the DOT Alcohol and
Drug Rules: Executive Briefing"
video comes with a 56 page Handbookthat meets the requirements for
written communication about the
alcohol rules to employees in safety
sensitive positions. $99.95
To help you in the DOT training
of supervisors there is a new "What
You Need to Know:Supervisor Training KiY'that uses live action scenes to
demonstrate how to implement the
new rules. The Kit includes 3 videos,
Leader's Guide, DOT Handbook,and
Workbook Binder. $249.00
The "What You Need to Know:
Driver Alert Kit", with a video, LeadersGuide,and DOT Handbook,meets
the one hour substance abuse training and written communication requirements for drivers. $99.95
All three Programs are available at a
special price of$395.00.
Contact Buckley Video Publishing
(415) 383-2009 for more
information or to place your order.
Developed in co-operation with International
Brotherhood of Teamsters and the Employee
Assistance Professionals Association.
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19 DATO Stress Inventory
10 DOT Alcohol &Drug Rules/
Buckley Video Publishing
10 Episodes in EAP!/Dryden Files
19 Help Wanted: Division of
Federal Occupational Health
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7 Xpression Products
PROfiles continued from pg. 40
creasingly involved. This is due, Williams believes, to the formation of ad
hoc committees. "One of the first
problems we faced was the provider
vs. clinician issue. We formed one ad
hoc committee for EAP professionals
and another for providers. By doing
so, we were able to meet the needs of
each." Following each chapter
meeting's PDH training session, the
group divides into its ad hoc committees. "We had a conference using
both and brought in professionalsfrom
throughout the country to address issues having an impact on the profession, such as downsizing, enhancing
the EAP's value to management and
"1-800-EAP."

The chapter's meetings are run more
professionally today, Williams feels,
offering as an example, "People put
what'sgoing on new in theirtreatment
programs on the table,for members to
take if they wish, ratherthan interrupting meeting proceedings." Conferences endeavor to meet all needs.
"EAP professionals vs. providers. Clinicians vs. the old guard. We try to
have within the conference things that
bring these two together.
"I want for EAPA to be perceived as
a professional organization which has
a membership that addresses workplace issues that impact employees,"
says Williams."We are going to have
to learn how to collaborate with human resource managers and others.
Becoming broad brush, continually
enhancing our value to the company
— these are our lifelines. We don't
want to forget our roots, but we need
to rememberthatwe are much more to
the workplace."
With his term nearing an end, Williams answers the question "Going to
re-up?" with "I don't know.,.."
~~

The sapientemployee assistance professional has always had one ear to theground,analyzing the vibrations which will
have an impact on his or herfield. Some affect the needs of clients, others affect the field itself. Leisurely debates and
ponderings were interesting when those vibrations were barely felt, but now thefar-off rumbling is building to a roar.
EAPs are,. taking stock and taking steps to prepare for whatever will appear over the horizon, and changes within the
field abound. Sq,too,EAPA is repositioning itself and its resources to preparefor the future of the Association. Here,
EAPA Committee members provide updates to the membership; on the following pages, EAPA members share their
experiences with getting back to the business of the future.
Research (Kirk C. Harlow, Chair)
Nearly everyone working in the
employee assistance field today is
talking about the future ofEAPs. I've
enjoyed the discussions as much as
the next person,although I hope I'm
never held accountable for my
predictions. A friend of mine who
does economic forecasting once gave
me two pieces of advice. First, if

Kirk C. Harlow

asked to predict the future, say it will look just like the
present; there is a good chance you will be right. Second,
talk about 50 years from now;that way,your predictions
will be long forgotten before anyone can determine if they
are right or wrong.
While there are many major trends that will shape
EAPs in the future, I am going to follow one part of my
friend's advice and reflect on one trend that is well
underway and that I believe is particularly significant:
information technology. Often referred to today as the
information highway,this trend represents our increasing
ability to capture and make accessible to many people a
variety of information in a variety of forms. Information
technology is not just computers; rather, it includes the
integration of many media including telephone,compact
disc and video.
Information technology has shaped and will continue
to shape EAPs in the future. The emergence of managed
care occurred,in part,because thetechnology wasavailable
to examine costs of services and to conduct real-time
reviews of health benefits claims. New database
technology has enhanced efforts to integrate information
about health benefits, workers'compensation,disability,

absenteeis~h and accidents in order to develop a more
complete picture of how employee problems are affecting
the workplace. With the integration of this information,
EAPs have been, and will continue to be, challenged to
collaborate with other units inside and outside the
organization. A central concern with all this data
integration, however, will be confidentiality. Who will
have access to the information? Should the company
physician know if someone receiving an annual physical
has used the EAP? More and more EAPs will be wrestling
with the demands of confidentiality and the demands of
collaboration. Theintegration ofdata and collaboration of
the EAP with others, however, will provide a variety of
opportunities for earlier case finding and the provision of
comprehensive services.
Information technology brings more with it than just
data integration. For instance, on-line assessment tools
and rudimentary systems providing referral recommendationsare already available. The development of expert
systems that conduct an on-line assessment and make
referral recommendations is probably not far off. Although itisunlikely thatcomputers will eliminateface-tofaceassessment and referral,on-line systems will become
a part of day-to-day operation, and even integral to employees at remote sites. It is important to note that these
systems will not be just a computer screen with text. They
will include high quality audio and video.
Similar expert systems will also be available to train
supervisors and to assist them in making referrals to the
EAP.The supervisor will no longer be dependent on the
annual training update to remind him or her of how to
address a troubled employee. Instead, a system will be
available to interactively respond to the supervisor and
JUNE 1994
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provide video modeling of an effective constructive
confrontation.
Some mightbelieve that these types ofsystems threaten
the EAP. Itis probably more likely that expertsystems will
increase the demand for the EAP to respond to more
complex problems such as critical incidence debriefing
and conflicts among workers. In addition, there will
always be situations that require the skilled intervention
of the EAP professional.Further,the availability of an online system does not eliminate denial as a part of many
behavioral health problems. Better information and
training for supervisors will increase utilization of the
EAP,not only because of more supervisory referrals, but
becausetheadditionalinteraction willadd to thelikelihood
that the supervisor will directly contact the EAP.
Bulletin boards devoted to specific behavioral health
problems are currently available, but in the future access
will be increasing and more and more employees will be
able to be part of on-line, self-help groups. Connecting
people with the appropriate bulletin board will be part of
making a referral. Of course,it is possible that access to all
this information may create its own variant of "intern's
disease;' with people coming to the EAP with whatever
problem was last discussed on the bulletin board. In
addition, the EAP will need to respond to the potential
misinformation that may occur. Interactive video will
give new meaning to the idea of self help.
Electronic mailis the meansby which EAP professionals
who are scattered in many locations communicate,
coordinating activities and providing support to one
another. In the future, E-mail will combine with visual
telephone technology, making it possible to have group
interactions without leaving the office. This same
technology will make it possible to carf~y out a "face-toface"assessment with an employee in anylocation,as well
as conduct follow-up.
Better information technology will also increase the'
ability for program quality improvement. For example,
use of optical scanning equipment and voice data entry
will make it possible to capture the detailed data necessary
to explore issues such as what factors improve referral
compliance, and what components of institutional
treatment are most essential for successful treatment
outcome. This is a point at which research intersects with
practice. Just capturing data is not enough to effectively
answer many questions,and concerns of research design
and analysis must be considered. Indeed, one of the
effects of the changes in information technology will be
the need for people in the EAP field to become more well
versed on how to effectively use information technology
and the information from it.
Changesin information technology will also bring new
types of issues for the EAP to address. It is expected that
a larger and larger segment of the workforce will
telecommute at least some of the time. With an off-site
population comes the potentialfor undetected alcoholism
and drug abuse. Traditional approaches to identifying
these problems,such as absenteeism and tardiness,will be
less useful. The EAP will need to work with supervisors
to identify new ways to effectively do case finding. It is
also possible that new problems may arise as a result ofthe
isolation that comes from telecommuting. For example,
people who work at home often have difficulty separating
12
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work and home life.
It is even possible that new technology will provide an
alternative to drug testing. Use of virtual reality
simulations as performance tests will allow employers to
determine fitness for duty.
The emergent information technology will provide no
shortage of opportunities and challenges for EAPs in the
future. There is little doubt that part of being an effective
EAP will be learning about information technology and
developing ways to make it an effective tool. While some
of us may find the changes disconcerting, the new
generation of workers is already very comfortable with
the use ofinformation technology. They willfind many of
the changes described no more extraordinary than the use
of a pocket calculator.
Education and Training
(T. J. Elliott, Chair)
The needs of members drive the
activities of this committee. As those
needs change in the not-so-distant
future, so too must the shape of our
efforts be transformed. EAPs are
going to be cast in more of an
organizational development context
r. ~. elliott
in the next ten years. They may not be
the ODconsultants themselves,buttheir role as conservers
and enhancers of human resources willincrease. Evidence
of this is already available in the use of EAPs for Critical
Incident Stress Debriefing,Downsizing Consultation and
Sexual Harassment Training. The more successful
organizations realize that the EAP is a valuable resource
that understands the "people" side of the business and
possesses expertise in training of supervisors and crisis
management.
The situation suggests that EA workers will need to
keep their consulting skills sharp: how can an EA worker
assure that the needs of both the host organization and the
employee are met? Adult education techniques must be
incorporated into training along with an ability to reach
the growing ranks of those who work at home. EA
workers will need to become familiar with on-line
information systems,databasesand presentation software.
Managed care, the buzz word of the last decade, will
recede in importance as moreand more companiesrely on
outpatient caps or restricted networks to control their
costs. Thinking more broadly,EAPs will need information
and education on how change occurs in individuals,how
it is maintained and what the common barriers to its
existence are likely to be. We will see a revolution in
assessment techniques,both physiological and cognitive;
EA workers will need to acquire a fluency in this area.
EAPs will thrive as they hone their strong core
components and add refinements which focus on
improving the productivity of the individual employee
and the organization. The Education and Training
Committee is dedicated to assisting members .in that
endeavor.
Program Managers
(Richard G. Wall, Chair)
Internal EAP programs will have to serve a more
diversified client base that is expanding and constantly

changing. We will need to become
more active corporate players
advising management on a broader
range of workplace issues. This will
management
and
require
consultation skills that eclipse our
traditionalEAPcore technologiesand
clinical quality assurance roles. As
work organizations continue to
Richard G. wall
change,we will need to become more
proactive to assure our relevance.
With the expanding integration of EAPs and managed
care, we will be combined more cooperatively with
managed care programs to provide a more efficient range
of behavioral care services. We will be challenged to find
new and innovative ways of providing more aggressive
outreach and more comprehensive follow-up for
employees and dependents. Internal programs will
continue to be the cornerstones of promoting behavioral
health, preventing workplace problems, and reducing
mental/nervousand chemicaldependency benefit dollars.
With the advent of more reliable outcome measures,
job performance, not healthcare costs, could become the
bottom line for judging the effectiveness of internal EAP
input. For some internal EAPs providing assessment and
referral services, this could mean expanded short-term
counseling options, eliminating the need for an outside
referral. For all of us,this will mean a higher demand to
justify our existence through outcomes data.
No matter what effects healthcare reform has on the
clinicalservice deliverysystem,our organizations willexpect
internal EAPs to get more involved in human risk
management to support the organization,e.g.,for workers'
compensation benefits,competency,fitness for duty,safety
and disability claim issues. InternalEAPs willcontinue to be
preferred providers of supervisor training, employee
orientation, management consultation and other
administrativeservicesthatmesh withourcorporatecultures.
Violence and traumain the workplace highlightanother
emerging area of concern for all internal programs. We
willincreasingly be soughtoutto participate on workplace
violence committees. There will be new demands for our
expertise with interventions, as well as critical incident
stress debriefings.
As our work organizations struggle to compete in a more
global economy, we will probably become more involved
with reorganizations and downsizings. We will be called
upon more for consultations with management and
workshops on managing change, stress management, the
survivorsyndrome,relocationsand culturaldiversityissues.
According to a recent Towers Perrin survey on "Workplace
2000Changes;'the number ofexisting or planned programs
aimed at dealing with workforce changg has doubled,even
tripled in some cases,over the past two years.
To survive as internal EAPs, we will have to evolve
beyond ourreactive roles and becomeinnovators to assure
our relevance to our organizations.
Legislative and Public Policy
(Joseph T. O'Sullivan, Chair)
"There will be parityin the year2000for MentalHealth/
Chemical Dependency healthcare under the 'Clinton
Plan'." This statement was made by George

Stephanopoulos,GhiefAdvisor tothe
President,Apri110,1994,at ADCARE
Hospital, Worcester, Massachusetts.
As I listened to this statement and
those that followed, it became
blatantly obvious that the task that
liesahead ofusisenormous. Consider
the national election in November.In
effect, it could change the entire
complexion of Congress, and two Joseph T. o~sullivan
years hence we could witness another distinct change in
political philosophy as it relates to our members' professions. A constant vigil and a proactive,flexible,strategic
plan is imperative for us to survive the next ten years.
It is my opinion that the employee assistance professional atthe turn of the century will be an individual who
will be knowledgeable in employee assistance matters, a
leader in the corporate.training field; politically astute,
and will have academic and experiential skills in the areas
of employee benefits, compensation, labor relations and
conflictresolution.We willbecome as proficientin writing
leadership workshopsfor executive-level managementas
we are in doing a triage assessment. We will be as
confident spearheading contract negotiations as we are at
this time in leading a chemical dependency seminar.
Change is guaranteed. Change is imminent. Our
legislative and public policy efforts will mirror the
magnitude of change. We will become a more cohesive,
active and prolific part of our Association. With the
continued support of the Board and the commitment of a
politically astute Government Relations staff, I am
optimistic regarding the future of our profession.
Membership
(Carol N.Irons, Chair)
The challenge for our Association
in the near-term is not to manage
continuous membership growth,but
~,.
to keep our current diverse
membership in a process of
continuous dialogue. These healthy
internal dialogues will help EAPA
Carol N. Irons
remain responsive to membership
needs. All of us who have'been employee assistance
professionals for ten years or longer have seen major
changes in the backgrounds and identifications of those
entering our Association. The name change in the late'SOs
from ALMACA to EAPA reflected a recognition of an
expanding need for broader skills and subsequent responsiveness to market demands.
The movement to set standards through individual
certification and now program accreditation are worthy
efforts to maintain a core technology and marketplace
identity that will keep us viable and up to the challenge of
outcome evaluations.
With EAPA National Board restructuring there is
promise for more energies to flow toward local chapters'
needs. The Membership Committee is working to define
better methods for collaboration and sharing experiences
across state and regional lines. We can hold on to "best
practices" that reflect in outcomes and bottom lines both
in our Association and our own businesses. To achieve
this growth of dialogue and collaboration, we would like
JUNE 1994 EAPA EXCHANGE
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EAPA's Membership Committee to function asa placefor
nonjudgment and for looking at our wider reality. Doing
so,we will be better able to see ourshared valuesand ways
we can support the ongoing viability of our employee
assistance profession and EAPA's support of it.
Ethics (Daniel Lanier, Jr., Chair)

In the past few years,tremendous
change hasoccurred in the way ethics
functions in the EAP field.
Historically,ethics-based complaints
have often centered onindividualEA
practice violations, such as payment
to the EAP for referral of a client.
While this remains an issue with
which the Ethics Committee must
Daniel zanier, Jr.
deal, other issues have been emerging and will continue to grow.
One of the most pressing ethical concernsfor the future
centers around the EAP's relationship to HMOs or
managed care contracted by the companies which they
serve. Limits in the type and quality of care dictated by
these agencies are of concern to EAPs who want the best
treatmentfor their clients. EAPs know that while expense
in the present may be higher, long-term costs will be
lowered by proper care during the early stages of a
behavioral health problem. However,these concerns do
notnecessarily coincide with those ofHMOsand managed
care which are under pressure to keep present costs down.
Another related concern is EAP referral to a particular
facility which may have an alleged reputation of not
providing the best care. What is the responsibility of the
EAP practitioner who maybe bound by hisor her company
to use facilities with which the company has contracted?
Ultimately,the question is:to whom is theEAP practitioner
responsible —the employer,the contracted agency,or the
client? .
The Ethics Committee, currently revising the EAPA
Ethics Code of Conduct, seeks to make the Code more
comprehensive in addressing emerging ethicalissues that
encompass more than the individual practitioner. Also,
roles and responsibilities are being clarified, from the
local chapters and their individual committees to those of
the National committee, with a goal of more timely
consideration and adjudication of ethics cases as they
arise. At the same time,the Accreditation Committee and
the EACC are looking at ways to address programmatic
areas thatfall outside the purview ofthe EthicsCommittee.
The EAP practitioner is cautioned against lowering his
or her standards of quality care. Careful documentation
of needs in behavioral healthcare is very important,along
with a willingness to work with others — within the
chapter and within the community —who are facing and
addressing similar concerns.
~
International
(Vaughn Mosher,Regional Rep)
With the global marketexpanding
in the 1990s, there is an increasing
need to identify,develop and support
global talent. The whole issue of
expatriates — particularly selection,
mentoringand repatriation—ismore
14
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Vaughn Mosher

important than ever and essential to bottom-line results.
Research indicates up to 40 percent of U.S. expatriates
have difficulties serious enough to impact their performance or fall in their assignments. The main reasons for
expatriate failure are the inability of the spouse or family
to adjust to the new culture or family and marital problems. One failed assignment can cost the company up to
a half million dollars. In addition,some expatriates leave
their companies soon after repatriating due to feeling
unsupported by the company while overseas.
Traditionally,the typical expatriate was a white male,
aged 35 to 40,from aone-income family, with excellent
technical skills and a successful domestic track record.
Today's expatriate profile may be quite different with
family issues far more complex. He/she may be single or
divorced,from a dual career or blended family. Single or
female expatriates usually find it more difficult to develop
a social network. Those who are divorced may face
premature separationsfrom children who are living in the
U.S. with the custodial parent. Children often attend
boarding school at a young age because there aren't
adequate schools available in the host country. Blended
families can experience intense pressures regarding
custody issues and visitation with their children. For dual
career families the overseas premium may not offset the
spouse's lost income, or the spouse may be resentful of
giving up his/her career. Others may be leaving ill or
aging parents or relatives behind. In addition, living
conditions may be more challenging or potentially
dangerous as companies expand into more
underdeveloped countries or outlying field locations.
In order to meetthese changing needs,companies must
develop a more integrated, comprehensive approach to
overseas assignments. By partnering with Human
Resources, Medical and Management,EAPs can have an
impact on the selection process,family mentoring during
the assignments, management of crises when they occur,
and preparation and follow-up support for families
repatriating. I recommend a six step process:
1) ManagementSelection: Potentialcandidatesshould be
selected with increased awareness of the impact of
family issues and cross-cultural adaptability on the
success of the assignments.
2) EAP Family Assessment: EAPs can conduct family
assessmentsas partofthe overall Health Assessment.
A confidential interview can be designed.to assess
each family's potential cross-cultural adaptability,
help families make more informed decisions about
whetheror notto acceptthe assignments,and predict
the normalmood swingsofcross-culturaladjustment
and how each family member might respond and
cope with the pressures. Family members would
have an opportunity to assess their own strengths
and limitations and problem-solve regarding any
special needs prior to their departure. In addition,
with thefamily's permission,theEAPcould provide
management with information pertinent to their
decision that would include awareness of how an
international assignment would affect family
stability. Besidesthefamilyinterview,theassessment
process could include feedback on an instrument
such as the Overseas Assignment Inventory (OAI)
which measures the attitudes and attributes that are

most likely to predict cross-cultural adaptation.
3) Orientation: Most companies handle relocation
assistance and the financial aspects of expatriation
reasonably well. However, too many companies
providelimited cross-culturaland language training
prior to the move. In most companies, expatriates
learn the hard way by"on-the-job experience" which
can have potential political costs or erode trust with
the Nationals. Companies should provide more
extensive training on business strategies to work
effectively in each culture. In addition, orientation
should include detailed, updated country
information on schools, special education
availability, resources, living conditions, and
potential for work permits for spouses,etc.
4) EAP Direct Services Overseas: No matter how well
selected or prepared, some families will develop
problemsorexperiencecrises. However,itis difficult
to meet the special needs of expatriates and their
families through traditional EAP programs. A
number of companies who are members of the
Employee Assistant Roundtable (EAR) are
participating in the development of a consortium
thatcould potentially deliverimproved EAPservices
overseas. Due to the costs and complexities of
establishing and managing a worldwide network of
providers, no single company can cost-effectively
tackle this projecton itsown.EAPcounselorsselected
would have experience with the cross-culturalissues
as well as the usual counseling skills.
5) Ongoing Mentoring: Often companies provide little
ongoing support or monitoring of expatriate
adjustment during the assignment. The proposed
consortium EAPs would take a more active role in
mentoring families during their assignments to
promote earlyidentification and treatmentforfamily
or adjustmentdifficulties before they become a crisis.
6) Repatriation: Most expatriates agree that repatriation
is the hardest step in the expatriation process, yet
little or no support is given to families upon their
return to the U.S. Families who have lived overseas
often feel like foreigners in their own land. For the
employee, it is often difficult to fit back into the
home office after having independence and
autonomy overseas. Preparation should begin prior
to departure and be followed up on arrival with
emotional support and information about the
changes that have occurred in the U.S. EAPs can
initiate support groups led by other expatriates and
provide individual services to families with more
difficult adjustments.
Despite the stresses and challenges of overseas
assignments, most expatriates will be successful in their
assignments and families will view the experience as a
challenging opportunity for growth,if adequate attention
is given to the psychosocial aspects and cross-cultural
issues. Thoughtful selection,preparation,mentoring and
keen perception of employee needs will be the key to
excelling in the global market of the'90s.
— submitted for Vaughn Mosher by Dixie B. Wilson, EAP
Counselor, Conoco,Inc.

Bylaws(James M.Oher, Chair)
Although it may not be discerned for
severalyears,therecentlypassed 1994
bylawschanges will profoundly affect
the leadership and management of
our Association. Unlike other
professional associations, our Board
wasoverlypopulated withappointed
positions. That may have madesense
lames M. Oher
years ago while we coalesced around
certain basic issues, trying to create a unique identity in
the workplace. Now,however,all of us, particularly our
Board of Directors, must be more accountable to an ever
larger and more diverse membership. The workplace —
the setting in which we thrive — is more complex and
demanding than ever. In 1994 alone,there are six million
employees who are eligible for EAP "stand-alone" services for the first time. We need to rely on our elected
representatives to manage the Association and to make
the decisions that represent the interests of our expansive
membership.
The bylaws changes also reflect new safeguards which
will assure Board continuity and organizational memory.
We have set the stage for a progressive plan which will
encourage members to become involved, initially on the
local committee level and then by assuming chapter
leadership. It is hoped these leaders will then elect to
serve their region and,ideally, then choose to serve our
entire membership in positions on the Executive
Committee;some will eventually assume the Presidency.
Thisstructure and plan isoursuccession planning strategy,
similar to what any progressive Fortune 100 business
company, union or government envisions and tries to
achieve. With our steady and increasingly influential
leadership, the EAP professional will become more and
more recognized and regarded for the invaluable work
each program produces and the direct and indirect human
and "hard-data" financial contributions made. Within
this reality and newly emerged authority and confidence,
in ten to 15 years we may hear our grandchildren say,"I
want to become an EAP professional —just like you."
Accreditation
(Debra Reynolds, Chair)
The impact of EAPA's accreditation process on the field of EA
will have a substantial impact on~ the ~~
way EA professionals practice or de- ~ z
sign EA systems. One of the major
''
pitfalls in EAPs is lack of standardization ofpractice. Thislack ofStanzebra Reynolds
dardizationhasempowered the marketplace to dictate practice,i.e., EAPs are defined as what
the seller is selling and the buyer is buying. As a result,
EAPs area .hodgepodge of services ranging from 1-800
numbers to full-scale therapy/treatment services. As
such,the mission of the Accreditation Committee is:
to ensure the quality ofEAPs through a systematic accreditation
process based on identifiable values, practices and standards
acknowledged by the profession.
CHECK THE FUTURE continued on pg. 28
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Be~e~itis and tihe Future of EAP ~r
Fititing EAPs to tihe Benefits l~~Iarket
~.
— by Lee Wenzel, The Wenzel Group, Inc.
~~ ~

The relationship of EAPs to benefits has
had a significant impact on the nature
and viability of EAP services and will
~,.
continue to do so. Marketing an EAP to
benefits or as a benefit function is very
'
different from when EAPs are sold to or
managed by other corporate functions. Benefit management of EAPs has both its promises
and its pitfalls. How will benefits continue to shape the future
of EAPs? Is there a better or even an alternative market for
EAPs?
We are seeing EAP developments that abdicate services
to individuals and families, coverage having been delegated
to managed care plans. And we see EAPs offered by
managed care plans that abdicate most of the services to the
work organization. Neither of these approaches take into
account the essential nature and synergy of EAPs,that being
EAP's mission to serve both individuals and the work
organization. This dual client relationship is the essence of
EAP. It is what makes EAPs work. Failure to understand
and implement dual client services is also what makes EAPs
not work, and more than any other characteristic is
responsible for the difficulty people have in understanding
EAPs and in EAPs finding appropriate management within
the corporate organization. While the core technologies
focus on what is unique to EAP services, they do not
appropriately emphasize the fundamental dual-client nature
of EAPs.
~
.,.,,,,,,,

/,~

Our Origins in the Dual Relationship
We have forgotten how the original EAPs were internal
programs designed to serve both the organization and
individuals. The initial challenge of external EAPs was to
persuade employers that they could duplicate the benefits
and features of internal programming. The challenge still
remains to serve both the work organization and its people.
Issues of how to structure delivery systems to serve both
the organization and its people arose long before managed
behavioral health plans began promoting EAPs. A case in
point is the Minnesota Governor's Bill, in effect over several
years during the late 1970s to provide significant state
subsidies to private vendors such as myself for selling and
developing employee assistance programs. The contracts
for Occupational Program Consulting(OPC)were often let
to different vendors than the contracts for Assessment and
Referral (A&R) services. This sometimes resulted in one
organization doing the supervisory training and another
providing assessment, referral and brief counseling. When
this happened,trainers didn't have the benefit of immediate
experience in working with individuals and families. Clinicians didn't have the benefit of training supervisors and
learning what was unique about each employer and each
department. Because it is often difficult to find people with
16
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good training and organizational consulting skills as well as
individual clinical skills, most larger EAPs are staffed with
different specialists for these respective functions even
when the same organization is responsible for the comprehensive program. My perspective is that such specialist
staffing is workable, but definitely not as productive as
having EAP generalists assigned to specific work organizations, providing services to individuals and to the organization.' My experience has been that about 60 percent of
direct service time is in serving individuals and about 40
percent of direct service time is in serving the organization.
Dividing the functions has exposed EAPs to the threat of
being seen as either/or rather than the essential synergy of
the two.
How does the dual client dilemma/synergy relate to
benefits? From the beginning, it became clear to some
EAPs that if they were doing the case finding, doing the
assessments, selecting and making the referrals and doing
the follow-up, that they could as well administer payments
to the providers and do so in a more efficient and controlled
manner than having an alternate insurance system
responsible for the payment function. Some of these
"Expanded EAP" services began in the '70s to administer
paymentfor services not normally covered by either indemnity
or health maintenance organizations. And from the other
side, insurance companies and managed behavioral health
plans looked at the clinical services part of EAPs and saw a
function they could absorb through vertical integration. The
implications of serving the work organization were generally overlooked entirely or minimized and seen as a sort of
communications or health promotion function.
Because EAP activity is integrally involved with
administration of behavioral health benefits, benefits
departments and benefits consulting firms~have increasingly
absorbed responsibility for EAP contracting. Where might
this go in the future?

Bifurcation
Under bifurcated arrangements,the assessment,referral,
follow-up and brief counseling parts of the EAP become
folded into clinical managed behavioral health services. This
maybe through contracting or even the sale of the internal
EAPto an outside managed behavioral health plan. Employer
services are often minimized or discontinued. Sometimes a
small EAP staff remains with a radically changed function to
help the organization cope with specific work-related
implications, such as disability or workers' compensation.
The implications of personal problems for the work
organization maybe part of the consultation provided by an
internal EAP manager (if staff remain), or these situations
may be dandled the way they were before the arrival of
EAPs, i.e. by human resource representatives, union stewards, plant nurses, etc.

My perspective is that once the balanced ability to serve
both individuals and the organization is gone,the essence of
what is an EAP is gone.

EAP Manages Behavioral Health Benefits
A second alternative is for the EAP, whether internal or
external, to become the administrator for behavioral health
benefits. For this to work the EAP must be organized and
budgeted such that this additional responsibility does not
absorb the entire time and energy of EAP staff, leaving
employer services to be neglected. Neglect of employer
services can also happen if the EAP is placed under benefits
and benefit management is not appreciative ofthe significant
difference between being a service organization and
administering a benefit plan. When one considers the
metrics of benefits consultants and administrators, i.e., the
measurements determining their reward systems, one finds
that benefits managers are rarely rewarded based upon
productivity factors arising out of quality EAP services.
It is essential that this function be managed with specific
quantitative objectives for service volumes and derived
staffing and budget levels. If the program is defined in terms
of risk rather than performance requirements, progressive
cost pressures often place the EAP in a position of having
responsibility but not the resources to adequately perform its
task.

a physician or who need obviously medical services. Even
for the people clearly needing medical attention such as
needing medications, most of the other services required
can be considered more as healthcare than medical care.
Many of these healthcare services have come to be associated with medical plans not because they inherently are
medical services or require medical management, but because of the availability of a financing mechanism. To have
the EAP be part of a medical plan and all EAP clients receive
a medical diagnosis and establish a medical record with the
liabilities that accompany medical management is to approximately double the costs. Furthermore, it introduces a
framework very different from traditional EAP frameworks
in terms of how problems are understood, who takes
responsibility and how personal problems get solved.
There are inherent contradictions between insurance
and the nature of EAPs. From an insurance perspective, an
EAP with a one percent utilization is a positive sign that
problems don't exist. From a management perspective, an
EAP with a one percent utilization may be a sign that the
EAP is not fulfilling its mission of serving people, especially
those in denial.
EAPs have often been inappropriately configured as
insurance, such as contracts that specify providing "up to"
a certain number of sessions rather than specifying aggregate
hours for services.

Behavioral Health Carve-Out Options

Mental Health/Mental Illness

While there is a lot of discussion aboutcarve-out behavioral
health plans, there is not a lot of discussion regarding where
to carve. Three distinct options come to
mind:
1. The EAP can assume responsibility
for administering all psychiatric, chemical
dependency and behavioral health
benefits.
2. Psychiatric, chemical dependency
and medically related benefits can stay
Mentally
with the medical plan while the EAP
III
administers the purchase of services for
other personal and family problems such
as marital counseling, and reactions to
traumatic incidents such as violence or
domestic abuse.
3. The strictly medical aspects such as
Not
medication management can stay within
Mentally
the medical plan, while services such as
III
chemical dependency treatment and case
management services are done by the
EAPBehavioral Health Plan. An example
of case management is working with
mentally ill individuals and their families.
Such a service can also expand into providing services
traditionally provided by hospital social service staff.

Both EAPs and behavioral health plans have often
confused mental health services with services for the men-

Do EAPs Belong In Benefits?
EAPs fit within benefits in that they make referrals for
psychiatric and chemical dependency services traditionally
covered by medical plans. The EAP is ideally positioned to
manage this benefit and administer provider payments.
However, it is not a perfect fit. Consider these factors:
In a review of EAP clients, it is rare to find more than five
percent of people coming through the EAP who need to see

Medical Boundaries
Behavioral Health
Medical Services

Health &Non-Medical

Diagnostic
Medications
ECT
Detox
Medical Part of
Anorexia/Bulimia

Counseling
Home Healthcare
Job Placement/Support
Housing
Social Skill Development
Protective Services
Nutrition

Emergency Medical
Care, Injuries from
Domestic Abuse
Hospital Chaplain,
Social Servies
General Practitioner
Psychotherapy

Counseling
Psycotherapy
Family Support
Workplace Support
Community Education
Advocacy

tally ill. They have also confused medical services with nonmedical services. Traditional medical plans are designed to
provide medical services for the mentally ill. However, my
conclusion from the following table is that most EAP
services as well as most of the services delivered by mental
health professionals are health and non-medical services for
the non-mentally ill.
Do non-medical services for the non-mentally ill belong
within the scope of medical benefits? Or do they more
BENEFITS continued on pg. 23
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Grating in Eac Ot er's Pasture
Internal and External EAR
by Jeff Christie, LMSW,LEAP

As

president of the Houston Chapter of EAPA,I
straddle the invisiblefence thatseparates internal
and external EAP practitioners. My straddling
skills come naturally. During my EAP career,I've worked
on both sides of that fence. In fact, I once worked both
sides simultaneously as an external located and working
full-time within the sponsoring company. While there is
little difference between internal and external EAPs with
respect to essential methodologies and desired results,
each brings differing strengths and weaknesses to the
task. From my vantage point atop the fence, I can see
internal and external EAPs can learn much from each
other by taking a moment to see what's working well in
each other's pastures.
The External Advantage
Confidentiality. EAP clients generally see external
EAPs as better able to protect confidentiality. This
perception results from:
• the external practitioner is not seen as being "on the
payroll" of the sponsoring company;
•operating undera name differentfrom thesponsoring
company;
• a location which is normally off site.
Clients of internal EAPs are naturally suspicious of whether
or not a sponsoring company allows its internal EAP to
operate confidentially. To overcome this suspicion,internal
EAP practitioners mustactivelyseek opportunitiesto present
the EAP program to employee groups,taking great care to
explain how the confidentiality principle works.
Marketing. External practitioners are probably more
conscientious about marketing their services to clients.
Certainly, some of their marketing activities may be
mandated by the contract with the sponsoring company.
However, as independent business people, external
practitioners probably better understand the importance
of aggressively marketing their services. External EAPs
know that those flyers,pamphlets,posters and in-services
not only benefit the client employee population,they also
indirectly keep the sponsoring organization aware of
their work — a benefitcomecontract-renewaltime.Internal
EAPs would be wise to expand their use of the highdensitymarketing activities that are the staple of external
EAP practitioners.
The Internal Advantage
Inside Track on a Dynamic Environment.Employees
spend nearly half of their waking hours immersed in the
work environment. This work environment — culture,if
you will —has its own set of rules, norms,rewards and
penalties. Employees affect the culture and the culture is
18
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affected by employees. A state of organizational "well-being"results:when the
employees and the
work environmentfind
one another to be mutuallybeneficial. However,
because of the affect a
counter-affect nature of the relationship, organizational well-being is a dynamic — a
constantly changing — process.
It is not enough for EAP practitioners to have a knowledge of work environments in general. To be successful,
EAP practitioners must have detailed knowledge ofthe specific
cultural dynamics in which he or she practices. Equally
important,the practitioner mustalso have the explicitand
implicit authorization to intervene in the work environment. At times, progress is seen when the practitioner
gains "permission to comment" on the behavior of the
organization. Internal EAP practitioners generally have
the edge over external practitioners in matters related to
the corporate culture.
One Contact Does Not a Culture Disclose: During my
years asan external practitioner,my assigned liaison with
the sponsoring organization was usually a person from
human resources or the medical department. Apartfrom
being my prime contact, this person also (by design or
default) became the source from which I gained knowledgeaboutthe company's management,operational style
and culture. Occasionally,though,chance contacts with
other company representatives gave me the uneasy feeling that there was more to the sponsoring company than
my liaison could (or would) portray.
As an employee of the sponsoring company,an internal EAPpractitioner has more freedom to roam the halls,
soaking up corporate culture and establishing the net-

The key...is trust, based on familiarity
and positive regard for past performance.
work ofrelationships that is critical for successful systemlevel interventions. The key to this, of course,is trust —
and trust is based on familiarity and positive regard for
past performance.While external EAPs can certainly earn
the positive regard of the sponsoring company, their
ability to gain familiarity is impeded by their being seen
as "outsiders." This prevents the external EAP from
having the opportunity,let alone the invitation, to informally drop by a department manager's office to chat.
Without such ear-to-the-ground opportunities,the exter-

~

'~
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nal practitioner is at a severe disadvantage when called in
to work his ar her magic.
Organizational Consultations. Another advantageenjoyed
by internal EAP practitioners relates to organizational consultations. As Sydney Martin, Lee Dogoloff and Ronald
Stupak note in the March 1994 Exchange, what may appear
to be one person's psychological difficulty may,in fact,be a
"bureaupathological perfnrmanceproblem;
'in which institutional issues shared by the work group perpetrate the
behavior. The successful resolution of organizational problemsrequires that a manager be savvy enough to recognize
it as a group issue. Equally as important,the manager must
be comfortable entrusting his or her work group to an EAP
practitioner whose interventions may unearth some uncomfortable discoveries. As the requisite comfort level comes
only from an established trust relationship, external EAP
practitioners rarely get the opportunity to work in the organi~ational consultation arena.
Apartfrom being very effective venues for networking
and establishing trust relationships with key managers,
EAP practitioners can help shape policy and procedures
that affect employee and company well-being. Certainly,
external practitioners can earn a "seat at the table;' but it
requires a greater effort. Such effort involves spending
time with key managers, learning the history of the
sponsoring company, appreciating its current goals and
challenges, listening for the underlying issues, eliciting
inputfrom all levels of the organization,and synthesizing
it allinto a comprehensive knowledge ofthat organization.
Only by being able to speak about the organization with
insight and understanding can the EAP practitioner
logically expect to be trusted with the deeper issues
inherent in committee membership.
One Pasture

Two Kinds of Shepherds
As is true of all dichotomies,generalizations are fertile
ground for errors. Are there external EAPs who have
overcome their limitations? Ofcourse. Are there internals
who have not overcome theirs? Of course. But that is not
the point. Whatinternals and externals need to explore in
depth is the inherent difficulties encountered by each EAP
model in accomplishing certain objectives. As the EAP
field grows and evolves, I believe there will be greater
need for EAPs to prove their utility beyond the"individual
case"level. If nothing else,the healthcare reform initiative
may cause EAPs to expand their focus beyond managed
care and, instead, intensify their focus in such areas as
workplace consultation, risk management [see separate
article, page 30], re-employability planning, wellness issues and human resource policy development: None of
these opportunities is the exclusive domain of one EAP
model. If anything,I see the future as opening whole new
opportunities for internals and externals to partner in
delivering services to sponsoring companies. Without
abandoning our individual identities,we can play on each
other's strengths to better achieve the desired results.
Certainly it will mean tearing down a few fences here and
there. But I believe the "greener pastures" rewards will
more than outweigh the emotional effort.
Jeff Christie is Director of EAP at Brown f~ Root, Inc., Houston,
Texas.
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DATO STRESS IN\/ENTORY
Perfect for screening and monitoring
stress. Self-administered, scored, and
interpreted in 10 minutes. Results indicate Mild, Moderate, Severe, and
Extreme Stress. Contains 50 items
assessing symptoms, needs, and
skills. Call now for your free sample.
STRESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
900 Cloverhill Road, Wynnewood, PA 19096
610-649-6270
BehavioriRisk Management continued from pg. 31
curriculum is hardly a worthy surrogate. Behavior risk
management encompasses enough knowledge and competencyareas that,in time,the minions of academic excellence
will deem it worthy of its own cumculum.
No,national healthcare reform won't turn the field over
on its head because EAP practice is endemic to the world of
work, not the healthcare industry. The tasks that EAPs
perform will continue to be necessary,butin a behavior risk
management paradigm the angst that accompanies an EAP
professional's or service provider's expansion into each new
area of service delivery will dissipate. Given what work
organizations want and expect, the direction is clear—it's
behavior risk management.
Rudy M. Yandrick is former editor of EAPA Exchange. C~
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Division of Fcdcral Occupational Hc~lth
U.S. Public Hc~ltl~ Service
Region V

Employee Assistance Program
Contractor
The U.S. Public Health ServicelDivision of Federal Occupational
Health has an immediate need for F/T EAP Professionals to serve
as independent contractors to assist in operation of national
program. This position requires highly skilled professionals capable
of identifying overall programmatic needs and methods of
enhancing program effectiveness. Duties include: site visits,
meeting with key personnel, client record reviews, report
preparation, etc. Qualified candidates must have either Ph.D. in
psychology or MSW degree, appropriate license, and previous EAP
administrative experience. Nationwide travel is required. Interested
candidates should send cover letter, resume, and hourly
compensation request to PHSIDFOH, 105 West Adams, 13th Floor,
Chicago, IL 60603. Attn, Wendy Gray. NO PHONE CALLS
PLEASE.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
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are several vignettes of 1994,that indicate
the need for greater assurances of EAP excellence
for the future.
A professional service firm announces a "rightsizing"
that will affect ten percent of employees at all levels.
Although severance packages average approximately three
months(the amount determined by years ofservice), it is
announced that the EAP will be available to a!!employees
up to one year following the layoffs.
At first blush, offering an EAP as an appeasement to
fired employees may look innocent. In actuality, it repositions EAP service as "Sweet Charity" —not unlike the
leading character of the Broadway musical — a goodnatured dancehall hostess of easy virtue with a heart of
gold who unconsciously is waiting to be dumped on! Did
the company realize how the services might be viewed
from this moment on?
A managed behavioral office director asks an EAP
counselor— whose sole responsibility up to this point had
been to perform assessments, referrals and Follow-ups — to
investigate the request of a specific (managed care) patient cvho wants his therapist to be granted an ad hoc
"inclusion" status into the preferred provider network
because he is the only such specialist in the area.
In many managed behavioral healthcare empires,
EAPs envy the position and status Cinderella had back in
the kitchen broom closet. Often,they are seen as a drain
on resources and are primarily criticized because the
more utilization, the less profit! HMOs aren't the only
game in town that is based on capitation. The incentives are as crystal
clear as the gleam in a businessman's
eye.
An EAP counselor — a young social
ruorkeru~ithoutEAPtraining—runs out
of the consulting room after an employeewho abruptly leaves the session.
The counselor was hying to get the
employee to reconsidergoing to a rehabilitation center For treatment. Just
prior to seeing the employee, the
employee's supervisor had telephoned
the EAP counselor to urge him to do
whatever it takes to get help for the
employee.
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Why does one's clinical judgment and common therapeutic sense go right out the door (behind the client)
when an authority figure tells one to do something?
Freud said that loss of a primary love object was a force
(and fear) behind children conforming to their parents.
In this case,the counselor projected the authority figure
onto the company client, and obviously wanted to gain
approval. However, whose job is it to motivate the
employee with a pattern of deteriorating performance
and problems to seek help, which in turn might help
improve behavior? Even if the customer is always right,
we have a professional obligation to tell the customer
what is truly in the best interests of the client and the
company,and the limits to what the EAP can and should
do.
Adistraughtyoungwornan, afterunsuccessfullytryingto
convince the internal corporate medical director that she
needs to be placed on long-term psychiatric disability due
to stress —goes to her local EAP affiliate. The affiliate —
aclinicalpsycho[ogistwho has received only four hours of
EAP didactic training from the EAP administrator whose
office is 2,000 miles away— empathizes with the woman's
lament and tells her that she is concerned about her and
will do whatever she can to help her leave work. (The
internal medicalstaffhave known this woman Porten years
and have granted this same request often in the past, much
to their regret)
The EAP affiliate is "doing what comes naturally,"just
like Annie Oakley. Yet the role,training and intervention
of the psychologist is not the same as
an EAP specialist who is always assessingthe person/situation/worksite
configuration.Unfortunately,her work
is not in the best interest of either the
host organization or the young woman.

by James M. Oher,
CEAP, CSW, NCPsyA

At a managed care conference
roundtable, the moderatorasked asmall
working group entitled, "The Synergy
Between EAPs and Managed Care"what
ruere the differences between the two.
One EAP provider stated that a major
distinction was that the EAP always
considers first the primary interests of
the individual employee with whom he
orshe comes into contact, as opposed to
managed care, which always takes

management's side.
EAPs always serve a minimum of two or three masters
— the host organization, the identified employee (in
need of assessment, problem resolution and follow-up),
and the manager in need of expert consultation. And if
one were put in a "Sophie's Choice" position, one would
have to side with the service sponsor. Without sponsor
support,there would be no service. Walking the fine line
between employee and management interest is one of
the factors that make EAP work so challenging and
stimulating. Nocookie-cutter application of protocols in
this work!

firmly established as"more than" the outpatient benefit
and,in function and responsibility, closer to the disability and workers' compensation interventions service
scenarios.
The healthcare revolution and the eventual paradigm
shifts of our service delivery system present aonce-in-alifetime opportunity for our profession to speak in a
clear and compelling voice about who we are and what
we do. Let's get it right this time out.
To paraphrase a recent bestseller, EAPs must take
control of their professional identity before someone
else does.

■ The Exchange welcomes additionalscenarios artd points
of view From among EAPA members and other readers of
Today's EAP field struggles with a growth rate that
the Exchange. Address to: Editor/Services of the Future
has often left actual EA practice in the hands of clinicians
and send by fax, (703) 522-4585, or mail, 2101 Wilson
who do not have adequate experience,education,training
Boulevard, Suite 500, Arlington, Virginia, 22201.
or understanding of the complexities and subtleties of
EAP professionals roles and responsibilities. And,sadly,
this erosion is taking place under the aegis of some of the
nation's largest behavioral healthcare firms.
TM
The transition from clinician to EAP professional can
be difficult and each clinician will respond differently to
the challenges, based on his or her interest,
Subject Searches,
understanding of workplace systems and politics, and
Bibliographies and Abstracts
internal motivation to change practice patterns.
I call out to all EAP administrators. By 1996:
•
Have all EAP affiliates embrace the CEAP credential.
Keep Up with the Latest Innovations in the
•
Have all EAP affiliates mandated to take, EAPAEAP Field!
sponsored "core competency" training.
Practitioners,researchers,administrators,educators,and students:
Clearly, this is not the sole answer to the current
Reviewing the current literature is crucial if you are.. .
problems in the field, but it is a beginning, a quality
• Developing programs and policies.
• Writing an article or proposal.
assurance move that can do no harm and may do
• Preparing a speech.
enormous good.
• Developing a course curriculum.
EAPs are not exclusively worksite counseling programs,
• Researching a dissertation.
which were in vogue before the birth of EAPs and have
barely survived in any setting. EAPs are uniquely tied to
Save Time and Money!
the workplace and each employee's role and function
EAPAbstracts Pluscan save you time and money on your literature
within it.
searches. Quicklyfindthe information you need on these important
topics:
Over the years,EAP experience has made substantial
• Violence in the workplace.
contributions to occupational medicine. But, unlike
• Critical incident stress debriefing.
occupational medicine, EAPs are intimately involved in
• Downsizing and job loss.
occupational human resources and policy issues that
• Cultural diversity.
• AIDS.
affect the workforce's ability to function effectively.
• Cost-benefits of EAPs.
EAPs are not only the "front and back end" of the
• Managed care.
managed care process. Although EAPs may manage care
• Workers' compensation.
if they have the time, inclination and expertise to do so,
• And much, much more.
they should be the workplace overseer of the process
and behavioral healthcare benefit plan. EAPs serve as
Features of EAP Abstracts Plus...
workplace guardians for all issues, events and services
• Contains over 2,300 EAP citations.
(including benefit plans) involving mental health and
• More than 100 EAP-related key words.
substance abuse and their relationship to productivity.
• Can be searched by topic, author, date, and type of
document.
Highly utilized and well-integrated EAPs are perceived
• ContainsallarticlespublishedinthecoreEAPperiodicals.
and function as "primary care" physicians within work
• Selected citations from over 250 other journals.
organizations and unions that sponsor them. It is both
• Updated weekly.
sad and ironic that during the initial phase of the
healthcare reform debate, EAPs were being viewed as a
If you would like more information, or to place an order by telephone,
surrogate mental health and substance abuse benefit,
call EAP Information Systems toll-free at:
and were targeted for extinction by some actuaries and
Congressional conservatives. EAPs were one of the
driving forces to advocate for such benefits when there
were none. However,now,the position of the EAP seems

EAP Abstracts Plus

~ -800-755-6965
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One Organization's Response
by A. Ward West,Jr.

A. Ward West,jr.,is a director ofFamily Service ofRoanoke Valley,
Virginia,affiliated with Family Service America,a network of260
agencies and 1,000 offices around the U.S. and Canada. Family
Service is an intervention, counseling and referral clinic. The

private, nonprofit agency is in Year Three of restructuring its
vision and expanding its customer base. West is Director of the
Department ofServices to Business and Industry;60percentofhis
work is devoted to EAP and Managed Care.
est assured, the text that follows is not the next
installment of the nature/nurture argument for
the coretechnology. When asked to write an article
about "EAPs of the fixture;' I looked at the assignment as
"Whathas your organization done to prepare for thefuture?"
To that end,this article describes our initial vision,some of
our thinking and planning processes that went into
implementing that vision, how new
programs have grown, and what we
have learned so far. As for the final
evaluation of what we've done, the
jury is still out. We have,however,had
someresults;somethingshave worked,
others haven't. An in-depth review of
a strategic planning process now in its
third year could fill every page of the Exchange. Before
proceeding,however,an historical perspective is necessary.
Family Service of Roanoke Valley was established as a
private, nonprofit counseling agency in 1901. The
organizational mission is to provide professional
counseling services to individuals and families,regardless
of their ability to pay. Fees for many services to the
financially disadvantaged cost as little as $5. Programs
were being subsidized by fees and some grants but
primarily by United Way,which contributed 60 percent of
the operating budget. That seemingly bottomless well
created a certain complacency. The alarm clock went off
when, from 1990 to 1993, the United Way contribution
dropped 30 percent. Obviously,we wereforced to confront
our problems. Fortunately, we had a suspicion that the
first cut wasn't going to be the last. It's said that all
problems are opportunities in disguise. We used the
situation as a springboard to begin formulating new goals
that we hoped would propel us into the future.

moderately successful EAP program
and its strategic direction. We found
that, regionally: 1) the market was
limited; 2) there were too many
providers; 3) managed care was
becoming the preferred method of
benefits delivery; 4) we didn't have
the marketing resources thatthe large
~~~~ ~~
providers had;and 5)the revolution
A Ward West, Jr.
in healthcare had everything in a state
of flux. We figured we could continue to do what we had
in the past and get swallowed up,or recreate ourselves. A
two-fold vision statementserved as our guidein a strategic
planning process: Become the behavioral healthcare provider
of choice for the region and take control of our future.
2. The Unending Strategic Planning Process. When
asked to define "natural resource;' a noted ecologist
responded, "It's whatever man defines it to be." When
seeking to define our unique strengths,
we found that distinction defined by
2lS t0...
our customers. Conversations with
Or
our customers were far more than an
exchange of words. I was taught that
every conversation is a marketing
conversation inside which sales take
place. If nothing else,TQM has taught
us that we have many types of customers with a variety of
needs.
It was up to us to: 1)identify what services we had to
offer;2)ask our customers what they wanted;and then 3)
find,create or restructure a program that fit the need. We
weren't aspiring to be everything to everyone,but we had
more flexibility and resources than we thought. For
example:
•
a large(21 clinicians,141icensed)and professionally
diverse staff;
stability (since 1901);
•
excellent clinical and service reputation;
•
multiple programs; and
•
•
membership in a respected national,nonprofit organization.
With thisinformation in hand,wecreated thefollowing
goals and objectives:
Concentrateoureffortson beingacontractservice providerover
stand-alone EAPs, With managed care expanding
exponentially,we wanted to be the provider ofchoicefor the
nationalPPOs. We would never have the marketing budget
ofthe local hospitals,but we had whatthe networks wanted:
stability, diversity, continuity of care and rapid response.

It w as up to
find~ create
restructureaprogram
thatfit the need.

1. The Vision. In times of uncertainty, organizations
either circle the wagons or take some risks. When I took
my current position four years ago, we evaluated our
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Create a consortium. As an affiliate of
a national organization, we had a variNumber
Number of PPO/Managed Care
Number of Companies
ety of resources to exploit. The logical
of
Clients
Provider
Contracts
Service
Contracts
Represented
Through
first step was to organize our sister
30
60
300
family service agencies in the state into
an EAP consortium. With ten agencies
and 401ocations, we were able to pro250
25
50
vide community-based services statewide — something our clients much
200
20
a0
preferred over an "800" number. This
association also made us more attrac150
15
30
tive to national networks,opened new
markets and created new services for
100
20
10
our clients.
Offer timely programs. Again,the re50
sources of our national association ex10
5
panded our capabilities. We now offer
networksfor eldercare,critical incident
'90 '91 '92 '93
'90 '91 '92 '93
'90 '91 '92 '93
debriefing, child and adolescent programs,training,credit counseling,benFamily Service of Roanoke's 1994 First Quarter shows a 31 percent increase in
efitsmanagementand clinicalresponse.
PPO/Managed Care clients over the same period in 1993.
Our c1'tents a1so appreciate our
brokering capabilities. Our clinicians
are presenting workshops on play therapy,domestic vioBENEFITS continued from pg. 17
lence, parenting, early intervention and caregiver stress,
naturally align elsewhere, possibly with other work-family
to name a few.
and employee services such as recreational programs,
relocation services and dependent care programs?

We also know that with the
arrival of a national
healthcare plan, this
conversation could be moot.

Create EAP as an integral part ofhuman resource goals. As
we spent more time with companies on identifying issues
and setting goals, we strengthened our partnership with
human resources. In one instance, we created a
comprehensive leadership training program as a result of
focus groups we conducted. At the recent EAPA Public
Policy Conference, we heard the recommendation that
EAPs should be joined with the human resource function
as a possible hedge against the possibility of exclusion in
national healthcare.
Results? We've tripled our staff and doubled our
income. On the flip side, we are spending too much,have
overrun our administrative capabilities, and benefits
management has intruded itself on therapeutic
intervention. We also know that with the arrival of a
national healthcare plan,this conversation could be moot.
For us to break out of our reactive,social work culture,
we had to come to terms with two key questions:"Do we
own the market or does the market own us?" and "How
do we expand while continuing to maintain the highest
possible quality of services?" We concluded that we
couldn't afford tojudge our responseson the basis ofright
or wrong but,rather,what worked and what didn't work.
And finally, when we committed ourselves to the concept
that growth wasan ongoing process,the future became an
opportunity. A scary one,butan opportunity nonetheless.
A. Ward West holds a master's degree in Cultural
Anthropology and has worked as a counselor, social scientist,
(i~
human resource director and consultant.

The Future Lies in Product Definition
The EAPs delivering the most value are those that are
conceived as service organizations. Even with an external
contract, services can function internal to the organization.
The hazard to EAPs is to be considered a plan rather than
a program. The EAP then becomes like buying a thing or
a benefit rather than a service and the real integration of
services within the work organization and in people's lives
may not happen.
My fear about behavioral health services under national
health reform is that after we have worked so hard to get the
Trojan Horse in through the gate, we will find new threats
pouring out from the inside of this creature intended to be
our treasure. Frankly, I think behavioral health benefits
packaged in medicalinsurance will inherently deliver coverage
accompanied by minimal services.
The future of EAPs lies in how the product is defined and
in what marketplace it is sold. It is critical that EAPs retain
the balanced,dual-clientfocus on serving individuals and the
work organization. If it is sold as a plan defined by cost and
benefit schedules rather than as a program defined by
services and results, its future is dim. EAPs can provide a
valuable service to benefitfunctions by managing behavioral
health benefits and by helping benefits functions become
service oriented organizations. However, EAP viability is
dependent upon accountability to individuals and the work
organization beyond the traditional scope of interest or
accountability that benefits managers have had in human
services.
Lee Wenzel, CEAP, is a Consultant with The Wenzel
Group, Inc., Eden Prairie, Minnesota.
1Janet M. Hearle,(1987) "Staffing Assignments: Two
Models," EAPDigest, Vol. 7(6), September/October, pp.
29-34.
~
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Kimberly-Clark EAP ready
for Year 2000 by Beverly Foster
Kimberly-Clark Vision 2000
Becoming one of the recognized best companies in the world by the
year 2000 in terms of best people, best products and best return.
KCEAP Mission Statement
Assist K-C in the prevention, early identification and resolution of personal,
ehauioral, alcohol/drug problems which offect health, productivity and have
nancial impact on the corporation. This effort results in added value to
employees, their families, and our stockholders.

ver the course of 17 years, Kimberly-Clark's EAP
has changed and grown from an alcohol/drug
program focus to include a full range of mental
health and marital/family issues. At its start, the program
was offered to employees and family members in the Fox
River Valley only but grew through demand from the
business units. Currently, EAP services are offered to all
Kimberly-Clark North American employees and family
members. It began and continues to be a joint unionmanagement program and was awarded the prestigious
Ross Von Wiegand Award in 1984 along with the United
Paperworkers International Union. Kimberly-Clark's United
States employee population base is 22,788; worldwide
there is a 42,131 employee population base.
At the beginning of 1992,the EAP — consisting of fourand-one-half professional staff and two secretaries —drew
in its collective breath, reflected on its strengths and took a
fresh look at itself. In reviewing the K-C corporate vision,
the EAP believed it contributed directly to two parts of the
vision —best people and best return —and indirectly to the
third part —best products. The seven staff members —
James R. Smits, KCEAP Program Administrator, J.D.
Pecard, M.S. Roenz, K.A. Holseth-Broekema, T.K.
Hathway, C.L. Maxham, and C.A. Cannon —knew they
had to become aworld-class EAP by the year 2000 or they
wouldn't continue to grow with the company.
The EAP recognized a number of challenges:
• Helping people to understand the concept and role of
EAP;
• Keeping a focus on alcoholism without becoming
labeled as strictly an alcohol and drug program;
• Working together with managed care, HMOs and
PPOs under a new benefits design;
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• Dealing with the demands facing the EAP field, e.g.,
certification, standards, core technology issues, etc.

More Alike Than Different
"Despite our efforts at self-education, we really didn't
understand quality and quality initiative programming,"says
Smits. "One of the biggest obstacles was being tied to the
past and being afraid to let go of the way we had been
operating our program." The EAP team believes its biggest
fear was taking that leap into the unknown which Smits
parallels to the individual EAP client who takes a risk when
he or she calls for help.
• Where would an initiative of this scope take them?
• If KCEAP changed the way it conducted business,
might some staff choose to leave?
• Would staff be comfortable with a new way of working
and could they "live" in this new environment?
• Is this really what the organization wants?
• Would they be able to provide what their research
indicated they should provide?
• And, central to it all, would there be a place for the
internal EAP in this reinvented workplace?
"I believe every EAP out there, regardless of the type or
size of program, faces these issues: fear of the unknown,
finding and dedicating the time to initiate quality
improvements and change, and individual resistance to
change," says Smits."We wanted to take small steps, to be
safe, but small steps just put more pressure on us to hold on
to the past."

The Road to Change
In 1991,Smits attended the St. Louis EAPA conference
where he heard Sheila Monaghan speak about her program

at Motorola. "That conference is still a high-water mark for
me," says Smits. Through Motorolas' pioneering efforts,
Smits saw a way for KCEAP to initiate quality management
principles in a way to improve its services and demonstrate
its business value to the organization. In November 1992,
Smits called Sheila Monaghan and invited her to KimberlyClark to meet with the EAP team and its Advisory Committee. Monaghan gave freely of her time in helping KCEAP
find its footing via adaptation of a process she developed for
Motorola. Smitsfeels,"If it hadn't been for Sheila, we would
still be struggling with our outlook for the future."
Roadmarkers
The Process. "Sheila told us it wasn't as much what to
do but the. process of how to do it," says Smits. "We had to
create a vision of what the future would look like. Then we
had to leap forward — no small steps. It would take a lot of
discussion; it would take a lot of time. Even when we felt we
had no time, we had to dedicate the time to make this work."
The Vision. Each of seven staff members brought in a
hand-drawn picture of what they wanted the future KCEAP
to look like. ;`Each was very different," says Smits, "so we
looked for common elements. There was something about
the visualization through pictures that made a world of
difference." This staff-wide visualization created a unified
vision and an energy for the future. It also resulted in a name
for their journey — L.E.A.P. (Leadership EAP) —and a
symbol,"Stretch," which signifies being tied to the past and
pulled to the future.

As people we are more alike than
different...as an EAP program, we
are more alike than different. Be it
an internal or external program,
large company, small company,

the road to change is the same.
—James R. Smits,
KCEAP Program Administration
K-C's Advisory Committee is subdivided into four working committees: quality; publicity/promotion; advertising
and promoting EAP core services and special events; and
alcohol/drug.
Surveying the Customer. Each EAP staff member
identified seven key customers representing the various
EAP constituencies. Survey questions were developed by
the staff with the help and collaboration of the Advisory
Committee and K-C's marketing research group. Areas
explored included:
• EAP services — "most helpful;""needs improvement;"
added, "unnecessary;"
• Quality of EAP services;
• Evaluation and specific outcomes of EAP services;
• EAP service most known least known;
• Most frequent descriptive adjectives of EAP.

Personal Mastery

yDdF2

Surveys were conducted by the entire
seven-person EAPteam. Each interview
was conducted two-on-one, with one
staff member serving as interviewer and
one as transcriber. These staff members
would then switch positions forthe next
interview. "The survey reaffirmed what
we were doing well; in some instances,
we were shocked about what they didn't
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Defining the Customer. "We used to see our primary
customer as employees and their families," says Smits. "We
came to realize our customers are also senior
management, the union, human resources, training and
development,business units,supervisors and benefits groups.
Once we started to look differently at our customer base, we
knew the organization was amajor—and underserved—
customer."
Consulting the Advisory Committee. This 12personcommittee,formed in 1988for the Fox Valley office
locations, is chaired by a K-C senior management person
and made up of a representative population of the business
units. Its role is to be a resource to and monitor of EAP
program development. "Sheila came out and talked to the
Advisory Committee; the committee in turn helped us
redefine the program," says Smits. "These committees are
in operation at all K-C locations and are the single-most
important group to keep EAP alive and well." With
Monaghan's arrival, the committee's work came also to
include capturing customer needs and feedback.

was'We could have used you but weren't
aware you did that —you should publicize that'." The survey results were summarized and sent
back to each customer with the following results:
• Obtaining and retaining skilled, healthy people is the
greatest business challenge.
• Special areas of company and personal interest
included: valuing and managing diversity; keeping technical
skills updated; balancing work and personal life; adapting to
change and global competition;and helping identify troubled
employees with job performance problems.
The EAP put together its service recommendations for
the future, which were approved by the Vice President/
Medical Affairs R.E. Dedmon, M.D., and sent on to the
Advisory Committee. The EAP determined its direction
would be to:
• Develop standards for the service delivery system;
•Improve processes and systems for efficient/effective
service delivery. Standards and Process Models are to be
developed for: Assessment/Referral; Management
Consultation; Intake; Crisis Intervention; Education; Organizational Consultation; Monitoring; and Follow-up.
JUNE 1994 EAPA EXCHANGE
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• Determine how EAP can support the organization's
approach to developing greater diversity;
• Continue to review EAP educational offerings and
identify opportunities for new areas;
•Improve communication through quarterly newsletters,
annual phone or video conferences, individual consultation
upon request,EAP regional planning conferences,electronic
mail (TOSS) communications and an EAP Committee
Assessment Guide.
L.E.A.P., K-C's EAP quality plan, aligned to help the
company achieve the "best people, best products and best
returns" and like all good business plans included the scope,
approach, deliverables, risks, benefits, timeline and review
date.

Change the World? No.
"We've learned that we needn't change the world," says
Smits. "We should do what we do best and not attempt to
focus on' everything. We also learned that some changes
were relatively easy, cost-effective and appreciated, if only
we'd listen closer to ourselves and our customers." K-C's
short-term path to operational improvements has also
proved to be a lot of fun...in fact, they call this their "OINK"
project. It's an acronym for "Operational Improvements
Needs Knowledge."Each staff member has a form requesting
information regarding the problem, an improvement, an
action and anticipated results. Of course,the form shadows
the shape of a pig and is entered into a collective pig pen for
review and implementation. At quarterly meetings, these
little improvements areformally recognized with appropriate
levity, e.g., presentation of a one-pound canned ham, etc.
These small improvements have demonstrated a sizeable
financial savings and increased customer satisfaction.

Good News for the Future
"Moving through the process,"says Smits,"we've learned
that you have to determine that, as a staff, you will commit
the time to do the work. We"ve also learned that at the
beginning, you identify who on the team has the natural
leadership to start the process...then let that person do it.
Finally, as you move through the process, it's important to
rotate leadership as different points in the process require
different skills; this also leads to total staff ownership.
"Management demonstrated a significant commitment
of the organization to its employees' and their families' well
being through its decision by management not to drug test
but rather to clarify its existing alcohol and other drug policy,
strengthen its EAP services and launch a major ongoing
alcohol and drug educational program in each of K-C's
business sectors.
"Meantime, our Advisory Committee, with two committeechairs possessing marketing backgrounds, has shown us
we have never been proactive enough in selling our services
to the organization. What's been amazing is the overwhelming response of the organization. They now know
how and when to use our services as they work to accomplish their own objectives.
"The good news is we find ourselves getting calls from
many different areas of the organization with many varying
requests for services where we would never have been
considered in the past. We've found a niche and a place
where we can add value to the organization. We're more
confident now than we've ever been and better positioned
to serve the organization, its employees and their families."

O.I.N.K.
SUGGESTION
Action:

Result(s):
Respectfully
submitted by:
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By Amy Crane Johnson and Cindy Smith
Gary Crites, MS,JD is president of Crites and Associates in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Hehas worked with professional baseball,
hockey and other sports teamsfor more than 12 years. A CEAP
since 1987,he is a member ofthe EAPA Standards and Program
Accreditation Committees. The following interview was conducted following Crites' return from Spring Training Camp.
How does the professional sports EAP differ from
corporate models?
To understand the differences,you xMUSt understand a bit
about the history of sports teams. In the beginning, the
teams took a "club approach" to the business. A select
group of talented individuals met in a clubhouse where
they played at a game they loved. And just like a boys'
camp or club,they'd meet once a year for a spring training
camp. Since that time, baseball has evolved into a big
business, but it still retains the flavor of a club.
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What differences do you see impacting your role as an
EAP consultant?
Because of the high visibility of sports figures, it is a
challenge to work with these players before personal
issues become public. Normally,consultants meet with
five percent to seven percent of the employee base, but a
sports consultant sees 100 percent of the employee base,
meeting with each player and spouse. There is also up to
a one-third turnover rate each year with personnel,
especially in the minor leagues. Another key element is
the careful selection of therapists and treatment resources
for the players. It is imperative to screen out those who
may be interested in promoting their own professional
development through these high-profile clients.
Is baseball unionized? Ifso,how does the union enter into
this?
Yes, it is highly unionized at the major league level, and
this requires the EAP consultant to work with the Major
League Players Association as well as player agents and
other advisors.
JUNE 1994
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Do you know of other EAPs who are currently involved
in professional sports, and do you everget together with
them to compare notes?
Approximately one dozen internal and external EAPs are
involved in professional baseball,and we meet annually
under the auspices of the Commissioner of Baseball.

addressing these issues first, we can contribute to the effectiveness and reliability of sports psychology performance
enhancement principles.
(~

What type of personality is an EAP dealing with when
working with a sports team?
Basically, people are just people, and working with ball
players is very similar to working with any other professional, in that everyone has hopes and dreams in their
career choice. The difference here is that only one in 50
minor leaguers will ever make it to the majors. So the EAP
must address job transition and loss issues on a continuing basis.

CHECK THE FUTURE continued from pg. 15

Asa 12-year veteran, explain in what areas your EAP
began and how it has expanded.
When. I started working with sports teams, we were
responding to the needs of highly visible athletes by
providing mostly alcohol and drug intervention services.
Today,this has expanded,along with the EAP field itself,
to include assistance for many personal and professional
concerns. We may conduct brief counseling,or refer the
client out to an appropriate community professional,for
such issues as family communication,financial management,and fan and media coping skills. We also help them
deal with very sensitive concerns such as sexual harassment and date rape, sexually transmitted diseases and
drug testing. We offer other services like organizational
development and consultation, personnel selection and
retention and leadership skills. To ensure that we are
providing a comprehensive program,we include educationalmaterials and training seminars on subjects such as
gun safety and smokeless tobacco, career development,
grieving and loss and workplace violence — of which
they are all potential targets.
Ifyou could change one thingaboutyourjob,whatwould
it be?
Travel. This past year I logged more than 150,000 miles,
which can make it difficult to maintain a personallife that
is separate from the business.
How do you envision thefuture shaping upfor your EAP,
and what are some of the possibilities for others in this
field?
The opportunities are good if EAPs understand the need
to specialize while providing comprehensive services.
And as the clubs gain confidence in us and our services,
we can become an integral part of their player development system. It is also my observation that there is
significant interest among other professionals, such as
sports psychologists,in working with teams. These professionals emphasize consultation and training to enhance
individual player performance. The EAP specialist, however,can continue to play the prime role in theintervention,
treatment and resolution of unresolved personal problems.
If we fail to help resolve these "off-field" problems,players
will continue to be preoccupied with personal issues and
their "on-field" performance will continue to suffer. By
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Realizing accreditation has never existed in the EAP
world, it was decided a vehicle was needed with which
EA practitioners could prepare for accreditation. Thus,
the Self-Assessment instrument' was born! It has been
revised, pilot tested and is ready for sale (see announcement on the inside front cover of this edition of the
Exchange).
The intent of this self-inventory is to provide a blueprint of EAP elements needing to be in place in order for
the service to be entitled an "EAP." The instrument
combines EAPA's Standards II with a checklist of essential
and recommended components. It is designed to be very
"user friendly." Although it is not part ofthe accreditation
process, it is away to assess a program's strengths and
weaknesses when compared to current EAPA standards.
The accreditation process will be based on EAPA standards, which in turn were based on core technology as
developed by Drs. Roman and Blum in 1984.
Having met for a committee meeting in Washington,
D.C. before the Spring.Board meeting, the Accreditation
Committee wasable to develop a strategic plan which will
be communicated in upcoming issues of the Exchange.
Stay tuned in and watch for further developments!
Women's Issues
(Linda Sturdivant, Chair)
It is safe to assume EAPs are going
through a transformation. Many factorsareinflu-encingthischange. Companiesare redu-cingtheir work-forces
in an effort to be more competitive.
This trend has affected some EAPs.
EAP staff are being reduced or being
~~nda Sturdivant
asked to do more with less. EAPs
used to do only prescribed clinical functions — assessment, referral and crisis management. Today a substantialnumber of EAPs do HRconsulting,case management,
education and training. This trend towards changing to
accommodate and support the organization will continue.
The changing composition of the workforce will demand new services from EAPs. Women will continue to
increase their numbers at work. Many of these women
will require specialsupportfrom the organization and the
EAP. The EAP willfind itself addressing childcare issues,
eldercare concerns, single-parent and parenting problems and balancing work and family. The EAP in the
future may become more involved in helping companies
to address issues such as sexual harassment and ADA.
The Women's Issues Committee recognizes the need
for change in the services EAPs provide. EAPs will need
to become even more creative and proactive in the support of employees,especially female employees.
~
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Creating New Roles for the EAP
by John W. Hyatt, LEAP
The relationship between managed care and the EAP does
not have to be adversarial. The advent of managed care has
created numerous opportunities for the internal EAP to
expand its role and influence within the organization. The EAP
manager can become a key player in designing a managed care
system, choosing a vendor and working efficiently with this
vendor to improve case management activities.
Program Design
Become a Key Player in Program Design and
Vendor Selection. Establish a good working relationship
with key decision makers in your company, especially those
in the benefits department. Learn their language, assist

Ellen Bearicks, R.N., Utilization Review Coordinator, PLAN 21
Managed Health Care and John W. Hyatt, MSW,CEAP.

whenever possible with benefits issues and educate them on
issues related to behavioral health.
Once credibility is established, the EAP administrator is
the logical person within the organization to work closely
with this department to design the managed mental health
program and choose the appropriate vendor. Steps to
choosing a vendor include selecting consultants,constructing
a requestfor proposals,reviewing proposals,on-site program

evaluations and choosing the final vendor.
Becoming a key player along with your benefits
department will create a sense of ownership in the design
and implementation of your managed care program. The
EAP administrator who plays a major role in selecting a
managed care company is also more likely to form a better
working relationship with this vendor.
Develop Standards for Clinical Performance
Specific to YourCompany Needs. Another aspect of
program design is to outline what is expected from your
managed care vendor. Your benefits department establishes
performance standardsfor claims processing,etc. The EAP
administrator should also establish standards regarding the
delivery of services that fit company needs, e.g.:
• Credentialing requirements for providers;
• Substance abuse aftercare requirements;
• Specified range of treatment options.
Program Implementation
Become the Key Link Between Managed Care
and Your Company. Managed care will not be effective
operating in a vacuum because psychiatric and especially
chemical dependency. treatment must occur within the
context of one's work environment. The EAP can establish
itself as the key link interpreting company policies, federally
mandated requirements,and describing the job duties of the
individual in treatment. Consequently, the EAP is able to
provide information to help utilization review personnel
make informed decisions.
Develop Procedural Requirements Specific to
Your Company. Large companies with employees in
safety-sensitive jobs that are regulated by federal laws will
have requirements that must be incorporated into procedures
established with managed care, e.g.:
• Provider requirementsfor documenting medical leave;
• Requirements related to positive drug test referrals;
• Precertification requirements.
Set Up Procedures for Coordination with the
EAP. Careful planning is necessary to specify how managed
care and the EAP will work together, e.g.:
• How EAP referrals will be handled;
• Confidentiality issues must be resolved;
• Coordination regarding services in an emergency.
Set Up Proceduresfor Quality Assurance. The
EAP can play a major role in quality assurance by monitoring
the services provided, e.g.:
• Treatment compliance studies;
• Pre/post treatment impact on absenteeism rates;
• Pre/post treatment impact on medical insurance
utilization.
MANAGED CARE continued on pg. 31
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Sehavior Risk Management:
The EAP's Grail
by Rudd M. Yandrick
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Some

people feel. that national healthcare reform
could cripple the EAP field's growth and
development.That's whySue Lung'sarticle"EAPs:
What's Next?;' which appeared in the February issue of
EAPA Exchange (pp. 12-13), was intriguing. Lung opined
that EAPs are potentially in a good position as long as they
have not abandoned their workplace-related tasks. "EAPs
are the first people called by risk managers and human
resource managers to assist the company with maintaining
a proper work environment"she reminded us.
Right on! True EAPs will not deleteriously be affected by
healthcare reform, even though it could set new terms by
which they interact with the behavioral health treatment
community. However, in light of developments in three
relevant, but disparate areas —healthcare reform, the
American workplace transformation, and the changing
practices of EAPs and other occupationalfunctions — EAPs
need a new conceptualframework for understanding what
their tasks contribute to the world of work. One could make
a good argument that the human resources (i.e., workplace
issues)/benefits(i.e., managed healthcare)axis along which
they exist is becoming outdated. Let's explore the issues
further.
National Healthcare Reform
National healthcare reform could divest employers of
their role in care management and cost managementin any
ofthreeways:(1)byformallygraftingmanagedcaretoanew
healthcare service delivery mechanism,which is to say,the
alliances;(2)by mandating universal community rating for
employers;or(3)by transferring payment responsibility for
healthcare to the public sector. Take your pick,but external
EAP firms that have hitched their wagons primarily to the
managed care star might make money in the future as costcontainment specialists, gatekeepers, or the like, but they
might not be doing it in the workplace much longer.
Under the presentsystem ofexperience ratingfor private
health insurance, employers have a financial interest in
keeping their claims experience to a minimum and investing
in programs and benefits that promote healthy employees.
(As a point of reference, most large companies —and an
increasing proportion of smaller ones —are self-insured,
which is analogous to paying insurance premiums based on
experience rating.) As payors under community-rated alliances, most or all employers would no longer have a direct
stake in containing their employees' healthcare costs, since
the bad apples and the good apples would all pay the same
amount in per-capita premiums. This would give employers new incentive not to commit funds to programs and
services perceived as primarily healthcare-related. Other
programs and benefits founded on their productivity and
competitiveness effects, however, would presumably have
a different fate.
For these reasons, managed care may be no more than a
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stop for the EAP field
on the way to its eventual destination. I'll come back to this.
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TQM,Reengineering and
the Information Superhighway
Despite the "crisis du jour" status we've accorded
healthcare reform,changes occurring in work organizations
arefar more vitaltoEAPinterests. Organizationsare heavily
invested in total quality management, which is primarily
process change,and now "reengineering;'which is primarily function change. They are both powerful agents of
transformation due to,in the private sector,stiffer competition,.and in the public sector,shrinking revenues.
With reengineering, in particular, all functions must
justify their existence,especially those which do not generaterevenue. Thisincludesa whole phalanx ofprogramsand
benefits, including EAPs, wellness and health promotion,
behavioral health benefits, work/family,and others. Their
common denominators are that they are viewed as "employee supports" and address behavioral issues. Other
functions concerned with behavioralissues are safety,security, organizational development(in the sense of organizational behavior), medical,and others. Still others are generally viewed as watchdogs, namely managed behavioral
healthcare and drug testing.
Work organizationsarealso heavilyinvested in information-management technology, and EAPs and other fixnc-

As pavementfor the information
superhighway continues to be laid
through EAP and allied territories,
new technology could alter EAP
interventions.
lions that eschew MIS development do so at their peril.
Computerizedinformation managementinfinitelyimproves
an EAP's ability to collect,aggregate and analyze complex
sets of data —nearly impossible to do without computer
assistance. For better or worse,there has been atrade-offin
the knowledges and competencies that employers value in
EAP personnel: favoring information management skills,
such as those possessed by most recent postgraduate entrants tothe field;and at the expense oflife experience,such
as personal recovery from addiction, which has been the
greatest assetof many older personnel. As pavementfor the
information superhighway continues to be laid through
EAP and allied territories,new technology could alter EAP
interventions. For example, aggregated personnel and
health benefits utilization data information could more
clearly define its Pareto (high-risk) group and become the
basis for improved, more targeted interventions.

Expansion of EAP activity
Finally,consider whathasoccurred in theEAPfield itself.
EAPs have undertaken activities in managed care, critical
incidentstressdebriefing,work/family programming,stress
reduction, workers' compensation case management,and
diversity awareness training. With each new task the questionarises,"Is this bona fide EAP work?" The progressives
say yes,the traditionalists say no. One thing is clear: It sure
is a far cry from where the field started!
The most substantial change in EAP practice, however,
has been movement toward prevention activities; that is,
identification and intervention with employees at risk of
heavy health benefit utilization as well as accidents,
prolonged absence from work and other circumstances that
disrupt productivity.Programs often start out in a tertiaryintervention mode as the "ambulance at the bottom of the
cliff." Over time, EAPs have refocused on secondary
prevention,intervening earlier in the substance abuse(and
other addictions) disease process. The problem with
secondary prevention is that it does not stop the onset of
illness. In logical progression, more EAPs have become
involved in primary prevention, especially with the
recognition that stress often exacerbates behavioral illness.
Thisinvolves using differenttechnology,however,much of
whichisassociated with wellness programmingand lifestyle
management.
Finding the Grail
Is there a "grail" toward which EAPs are being lured?
After having observed EAPs in practice for ten years, I've
concluded that,yes,indeed there is! The term that captures
it bestis behavior risk management,or the global management
of behavioral issues that impact on work organizations.
Behavior risk management has at its core the prevention
ofbehavioral"risk exposures"that costcompaniesin terms
of money,productivity and,ultimately,competitiveness. It
requires a circumspect understanding of human and
organizational behaviors,both in terms ofhow they disrupt
workplace harmony and manifest as behavioral illness.
Although behavior risk management involves numerous
other functions, cross-departmentally, many EAP professionalsare primed toassumealeadership role,for three vital
reasons:
(1)EAP professionals are uniquely knowledgeable about
individual and organizational behavioral problems due to
their confidential,one-on-one counseling.
(2)ManyEAP professionals are now astute at preventing
personaland organizationalproblemsfrom occurrixig,which
is very consistent with TQM and reengineering initiatives.
(It's more cost-effective to fix a defect early in the manufacturing process than at the end,isn't it?)
(3) As EAPs have undertaken managed care functions,
they have acquired essential new skills such as financial
management and information management. As Sue Lung
correctly pointed out,"EAPs need to learn some ofthe steps
to do the managed care dance,even if they are not managed
care vendors,per se."Many ambitious EAP providers have
already done so.
Additionally, managed care-savvy EAPs have no doubt
shed any misconceptions that they serve fundamentally as
"employee advocate;'a term I associate with the incursion
of straight mental health professionals into the EAP field.
Employee advocacy puts EAPs on the defensive when

called upon to explain how they contribute to the organizational mission during periods of belt-tightening and programvalue analysis.
A frustration of EAP professionals has always been that
they arein adead-end job. Often,an internalEAP manager's
only hope ofsignificantadvancementin terms ofcompensation and recognition is placement on a director's or vice
president's level. Behavior risk management provides a
career path, along which many EAP professionals have
progressed far! I would hazard a guess thattheinternalEAP
managers who belong to the Employee Assistance
Roundtable—agroupof63memberorganizations—would
generally agree that their work is well beyond the scope of
straight employee assistance. Similarly, there are very few
independent, external firms left who provide only traditionalEAPservices. Those who have maintained theirfocus
on work organizations are progressing toward the global
management of behavioral risk.
TheEAPfield haslong been constrained by the resistance
ofhigher-education institutionsto establishingEAPcurriculums,and a specialization program as part of a social work

Behavior Risk Management continued on pg. 19

MANAGED CARE continued from pg. 29
Establish Teamwork for Effective Case
Management. Both the EAP and managed care have a
mutual interest in knowing where the client is at all times in
the treatment process. It makes sense to work together
whenever possible to improve case management and
eliminate unnecessary duplication. Electronic mail or
computer links could be established to facilitate the exchange
of information. Of course, issues regarding sharing of
information must be resolved first.
The EAP at Houston Lighting &Power actively case
manages any employee who misses work for psychiatric or
substance abuse treatment. The following are examples
where careful coordination is essential:
• Positive drug tests
Substance abuse cases
• Workers' compensation • Restricted duty
cases
• Psychiatric disability
Rehire eligibility
(following treatment)
• Cases involving both
Fitness for duty cases.
psychiatric and medical
treatment.
Summary
It is time to change our paradigms and look at the
opportunities that the advent of managed care has brought
to internal EAPs in such areas as benefits design and
program evaluation. Additionally, the EAP and most
importantly our employees benefit when there is more
efficient teamwork to deliver mental health services.
John Hyatt is EAP Supervisor with Houston Lighting &
Power Company, which has 10,000 in its employ. Hyatt has
been actively involved in selecting and monitoring two managed care vendorsfor his company during the pastfour years.
Most recently, Hyatt has played a major role during all phases
ofselectingand implementing the most currentsystem and has
developed procedures to integrate thecase managementactiuities of both the EAP and managed care.
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by Brent Chartier
11 this talk of EAP gloom and
doom seems to have
preoccupied so many in this
field,with unfortunate results. While
some EAP professionals are meeting
the challenges head-on, developing
ever more creative means ofapplying
the core technology across other
organizational systems, other EAP
professionals —and we all know at
least one —seem stalled, forever
dwelling on that period before the
tail end of the '80s when EAP
professionals played that EAP Magic
and everyone was happy they did so.
It's understandable whysomeEAP
professionals got this way. In
retrospect, the progression was easy
and clean. First,managed behavioral
care grabbed everyone'sattention like
a fast pitch in a tee-ball tournament.
We knew that top managers think
about money alot —after all, it's
their business to do so. But donning
a cloak of confidentiality and never
really being very good with numbers
anyway,we had difficulty translating
our work into dollar signs. Watching
from the bleachers,some EAPsjoined
the managed care game in progress,
others chose instead to watch and,
unfortunately, many still do.
Then came the mergers, buyouts
and swallow-ups—activitiesstillgoing
ontoday— atthe handsofaninsurance
industryeagerto gain completecontrol
over claims. Coupled with managed
care's well-capitalizedvnfluence, the
cry turned from Treatment works! to
Give me accountability, or get out of the
way! Yet many EAPs still watched,
unflinchingly. Like saplings before a
lava flow, we shook our heads at the
notion that times would turn against
us and pledged to continue that EAP
Magic,never really thinking that even
great things become victims of
circumstance.
The final straw came as once-great
internal programs were traded in for
dubious external contractors or wiped
out altogether. Now comes healthcare
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reform, rolling at us like a round rock
in an Indiana Jones movie. Stalled?
Callita professionalcatatonia—asour
influence began to abandon us, many
of us became afraid even to move.
Yet for the sake of balance, we
responded — really we did. For
instance, we asked aloud, Is anyone
concerned that the people who decide
whether you need care are the same ones
who pay for it? but no one seemed to
hear us over the din of profits. Again,
dollars haven't been our forte
(perhaps why McDonnell Douglas
gave us so much pride?). And then
came stories of programs that had
achieved true organizational
influence. Ever talk to an EAP
professional whose office is
completely automated? I can tell you
how many employees received this
treatment modality by region, factory
and department. If it seems high in one
area, we've got ourselves a yellow light,
and wego in and investigate. A little of
Bill Gates and Father Martin all rolled
into one. And were that not enough,
here comes .this thing, behavior risk
management. Hang on to your hats,
folks. There's lots more to come.
But, back to the stuck EAP
professional. Asthe commercialsays,
if you run into a brick wall, make
bricks, right? Wrong. How about
jumping over the wall?...
The following are some steps you
can take to get unstuckfrom the doom
and gloom progression. Taking
advantage of seasonal metaphors,
consider them as a jump start for the
stalled EAP.
• Read the EAP journals. There
are only two reasons why people
write articles for the journals and
magazines published for the EAP
field — either the authors are excited
about something that happened to
them in their work and they want to
tell other professionals about it, or
they have something to sell. For the
most part,editors of these magazines
screen out the articles that sell from

those that tell, leaving readers with
fresh and practical ways oflooking at
your own work. Neat things are
happening, and you should know
about them.
• Learn to use a computer. You
should have done this a long time ago
and you know it, but you've always
been able to find the rightexcuse.Well,
you dorit want to wind up as roadkill
on the information highway,do you?
The future of the workplace lies in
something called "information
management," and information
management requires a computer.
For areal-life example of this,
consider how Robert A. Bennett
convinced his employer of the need
to integrate the EAP with the
company's Health and Safety
Committee.2 The company attacked
on-the-job accidents head-on,
pledging that, in all the world, its
employees would be the healthiest
and its workplace the safest in which
to work. As part of this task,Bennett
and the safety manager sat down
with five years of the company's
accident history based on OSHA
recordables and medical and lostday accident records, and began
plotting. From an employee
complementof900,theyfound a short
list of 67 "repeaters" — employees
with two or more OSHA recordables.
Whatimpressed top managementthe
most was that,from the repeater list
of 67, Bennett accurately predicted
that the next lost-day accident would
occur among any one of five
employees. That's EAP Magic,'90s
style — finding the costly, resourcedraining trend and arresting it.
Can thesame principles be applied
elsewhere in the company? Better
believe it. And although it can be
done without a computer,it's easier
with a computer at hand.
To learn about computer classes
in your area, call your local school
district's adult ed office, talk to other
EAP professionals at an EAPA

meeting, or talk to the Tech Prep
coordinator where you work,if your
workplace has one. One of the most
insightful professionals I know said,
"The biggest difference between
managed care and EAP is that they
know how to use a computer."
'Nough said?
• Attend a national conference.
You're attending all of your local
EAPA chapter meetings, and that's
good. But you should also make it a
point tp attend any of the national
conferences in EAP or a related field.
National conferences offer speakers
with both national and regional
expertise. Also, the range of topics
offered at a national conference is the
same as packing a year or two oflocal
EAPA meetings into a few days.
Money's tight,sure,but education is
an investment, and not staying on
top of things is a loss.
• Learn about another field.
There's a theory that states you can
learn more about your own field by
studying another: If you start taking
classes in education, for instance,
you'll no doubt learn how to be a
better trainer. And how aboutclasses
in communication theory? Everyone
communicating
help
needs
communicating(what?). Other areas
worth looking into: public health;
business and administration
(including statistics, personnel
administration and sales/marketing);
guidance and counseling; occupational social work;.labor relations;
and computer programming.
• Attend asales/marketing
seminar. Feeling stalled may well
comefrom a lack ofinspiration. Well,
next to the first sight of a convertible
in Spring, there's nothing more
inspiring than asales/marketing
seminar. Sales in itself is an exercise
in resilience; salespeople have to be
up to face so many downs. And apart
from the positive message behind
these seminars,there's an awfullotof
good information in them for
increasing your EAP's potency.
To learn about these seminars,
check the ads on the business pages
of your Sunday newspaper, ask the
sales staff where you work (they
frequently receive brochures),or call
the graduate extension office of your
local college. Seminars usually last a
day and cost from $99 on up.
• Watch your own health.
Unfortunately, we often ask of our

clients whatwe don'task ofourselves
— namely, to practice good health
and lifestyle habits. If you're
smoking, stop. If you're not
exercising, start. If you're facing a
personal crisis that has you jolted,
talk to a colleague. No one needs you
in good health more than you and
those who love you.Make it happen.
If you know of someone who may
benefit from these steps,simply leave
this page open on a table or fax it to
their attention. What's at stake?
Perhaps a lot. As much as we're sold
on EAP and the good things thatcome
from EAP work, the current state of
affairs demands our fullest attention.

Brent Chattier is editor of the EAP
Digest and the EAPA-Greater Detroit
Chapter Newsnotes. Portions of this
articlepreviouslyappeared in theMarch,
1994,issue of Newsnotes.
'Consider this stick-to-your ribs
philosophyfrom PaulHeck,Regional
EAP Director for DuPont,
interviewed for the EAPA-Greater
Detroit Chapter newsletter,
Newsnotes, June/July, 1992:
"Management may not always do
what's right, but they almost always
do what's profitable."
ZR.A. Bennett: "Performance,
Safety and the EAP."EAP Digest13(3):
20-23, March/Apri1,1993.
~

An~a~~er Member Responds
Jeff Hopkins
Head of Staff Care Unit
Keele University, U.K.
The work of the Staff Care Unit,in
the Department of Applied Social
Studies, Keele University, is based
on the principle that employee
assistance extends beyond personal
counseling to any managed process
by which employees are enabled to
deal positively with the experience
of stress or distress in the workplace.
The priority for the Staff Care Unit is

to promote the concept of an
Employee Assistance strategy which
addresses the human problems in
the workplace through an integrated
and effective service to employees.
The imperative for such a
development is related to the
significant changes taking place in
public service organizations in the
U.K.:
• The break-up of the large
centralized organizationsinto smaller
autonomous units has been
accompanied by the development of
local cost centers. This will make it
more difficultto disguise the financial
and personal costs of the disruption
created by personal and family
problems,disciplinary and grievance
procedures, malfunctioning teams,
allegations of harassment and
discrimination,incidents of violence,
crime, reporting malpractice and
general issues of morale.

• The process of decentralization
has been associated with the
introduction of a range of measures
to enhance quality control,including
personal and unit performance
standards. Attention will inevitably
be drawn to the personal,
interpersonal and structural barriers
that impeded achievement.
• The developments described
above are partofa morefundamental
public service
change in
organizations. The direction has
shifted from maintaining consistency
and Continuity in service delivery to
the establishment of innovative and
customized services. Management
methods, workloads, working
practices, work roles and the
workforce itself are changing and
evolving in a climate of ambiguity
and uncertainty. Change itself has
become an intrinsic feature of work
life. The requirement is for a flexible
workforce.However,the prerequisite
ofa flexible workforce is a responsive
workplace; one that facilitates
personal and organizational
adaptation to a constantly changing
environment. A proactive stance
towards employee assistance is
therefore necessary to minimize the
risk of alienating employees and to
avoid the disintegration of the social
fabric which underpins the cohesion
of the organization.
~
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REPORT from UAW

Sixth Annual EAP Winter Institute
by Ying Gee, UAW Local 6000

As

a part of the Sixth Annual
Employee Assistance Program
Winter Institute, the International UAW Education Departmentand
Members'Assistance Program offered a
16-hour "Diversity Awareness Workshop" course for UAW EAP practitionersand union representatives. Approximately 170 people attended the EAP
Winter Institute on March 20-25 at the

Walter and May Reuther Family Education Center at Black Lake, Michigan.
According to Institute coordinator
Jim Carpenter, Director of the Members' Assistance Program, the purpose
of the EAP week is to offer a continuum
of EAPtraining in which representatives
from all sectors(e.g., president, bargainingcommitteemembers,EAP representatives) of the UAW can come together
and learn about EAP. The program
offers four tracks:
• EAP Core Technology:a training
program developed by Ying Gee on
how to design, develop and implement
a joint EAP.
• EAP Labor/Management Leader-

ship Training Program: a joint trainthe-trainer program developed by the
UAW — General Motors Human Resource Department for labor and managementpersonnel onconstructive confrontationtechniques and the EAP referral process.
• Empathy Training: a listening
skills training developed by Ed Johns of
Ed Johns Associates on EAP interview
and intervention techniques.
• Diversity Awareness: a training
developed byYingGeeandJohn Hnoks,
of Ford Motors, on developing a better
understanding of different cultures and
the unique needs of diverse workers
and clients.
What is unique about the EAP training atBlack Lake is that the program not
only trains practitioners who attend the
Winter Institute, but it also provides a
train-the-trainer program for the facilitators. The facilitators are volunteers
from the UAW General Motors, Ford
and Chrysler, and representatives from
the UAW Independent, Parts and Services locals.
Facilitators for the Diversity Awareness track included: Gary Maltbia,

Instructors for the Diversity Awareness Class: Susie Gilliam (left), Ying
Gee(center)and Gary Maltbia(right);
Bob Cunningham,another instructor,
is not pictured here.

First graduates of
the Diversity
Awareness class
at the EAP Winter
Institute, Black
Lake, MI.
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UAW-GM EAP and Chair of EAPA Ethnic and Cultural Concerns Committee;
Susie Gilliam, UAW-GM EAP and Bob
Cunningham, Occupational Health of
America; and Ying Gee, UAW Local
6000. The 120-to 180-minute learning
modules were:
Introduction and Overview
Opening remarks;orientation video;
group profile exercise exploring one's
feelings about ethnic/racial/gender
groups; historical perspectives that impact on feelings about different groups;
and presentation oftheworkshop learning map.
Exploring Differences
Discussion of major cultures, treatment,minorities; historical development
in the U.S., per women,African Americans, Asian Americans, Hispanics, Native Americans and Caucasians; an exercise on code words and segregated
living patterns; and restrictions and racial gerrymandering.
Workforce 2000
Changes in the American workforce
— past, current, projected; changes in
American industry — automobile
worker population and a review of individual plant statistics by race, gender,
ethnicity and age; and I.D. case load
(EAP) at work.
Local EAP Action Planning
Proximiryoftreatment referra)sources
— suburban and urban; proximity of
EAP caseload to referral sources; cultural competency of staff — females in
policy/administration and treatment
positions, and minorities in policy/administration and treatment positions;
and the use of the assessment form.
Debriefing
Roundtable debriefing of why diversity is valued and ethical issues in treatment; validation of the changing work
world,with recogn ition of mental health
issues/treatmentshortfall;and nextsteps
and personal commitment to change.
Th is was a great learning experience
for both facilitators and participants.
Overall, the evaluation reviews on the
~
training were very favorable.
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4N THE LABOR FRONT

Getting Back to Basics
by )ack McCabe,
EAPA Labor Chairperson

Recently,

Jim Cusack,co-founder
of Veritas Villa in Kehonkson,
New York and one of the early
advocates of treatment for alcoholics
and drug addicts,gave astraight-fromthe-heart talk to representatives from
the Multi County agency of Kingston,
New York.
J i m suggested that we al I need to reexamine our motivation, values and
ethics, and in doing so remember the
suffering alcoholics and drug addicts.
Occupational alcoholism programs
came aboutthrough the"Twelve Step"
efforts of recovering alcoholics. Employee Assistance Programs evolved
from those occupational programs.
Eventually, EAPA (originally named
ALMACA) was born.
Jim Cusack called on those of us in
this field to take some lessons from the
treatment and intervention programs
introduced more than 50 years ago by
Bill Wilson and Dr. Bob and get back
to some basic concepts about treating
persons with alcohol and substance
abuse problems. "The programs of
Alcoholics Anonymous and Narcotics
Anonymous have been bastardized,
watered down and lost their significance,"Jimtoldhisaudience. "There's
nothing to apologize for with this approach; we have many success stories
out there; and those who 'recovered'
from their bouts with booze or drugs
will be our salvation," added Cusack.
Jim knows the value of getting back
to basics. He was an early pioneer in
working with organizations, such as
police departments,that wanted to get
some help for their workers. Sure,
much of it was done without any pubicity, butthe AAprogram offered hope
and a place to heal. No one was
turned away and thousands of dollars
were not required to get into the program.
Cusack believes as we have become more "professional," we have
become far removed from the basic

concept of recovery. He knows
there's no such
thing as 100 percent recovery,

Pictured from left to right: Jack McCabe, EAPA Labor Chair; Sue Cusack;

but that's the Jim Cusack, Veritas Villa; Mike Popp, Lower Hudson Valley EAP.
point. Instead of
munity as our salvation. These are the
looking atthe individual beingtreated
success stories. This is an army that
and at his or her basic problems, the
can do wonders to turn around thinktreatmentapproach seemsto bedriven
ingaboutalcoholicsandaddicts. Why
bywhatsatisfies snmeprescribed stanshould they have to apologize for an
dard or insurance requirement.
illness that they've handled? They
Jim Cusack also touched on the
know what works and what doesn't.
success others have had in using the
They are a resource for both treatment
basic concepts of AA to deal with their
and advocacy.
illnesses. He noted the approach used
Many of them, like myself, got inbythe gay community in treating those
volvedwith employee assistance proaffected with AIDS by building up
grams which are on the front line in
hope and being strong advocates for
the battle against substance abuse.
research and treatment. When you
These programs represent the worklook at where they are now, their
ing people in this country wherever
progress in such a short period of time
they existandtheydeal withthe issues
should serve as a lesson to those inof confidentiality and fairness daily.
volved with alcohol and substahce
They see the problems caused by ranabuse treatment.
dom testing and the attitudes of
One of the major problems adunenlightened managers about treatdressed by Jim was the failure of the
system to get someone into treatment
ment programs. They are professionals inthis field who should be judged
who needs it. I don't think we need to
on their successes, not their credenuse some of the tactics described by
tials.
him in illustrating his points, but one
wonders what a managed care pro)im Cusack provides a perfect example of aseasoned professional who
gram would do if, as Jim put it, a
knows his business from experience.
couple of "so-called crazies" showed
updemandingtreatment. Atthattime,
His message is clear. Show understanding and compassion first; next,
our EAPs knew how to handle those
situations.
apply some common sense to the problem; challenge the system if necesIn any event, alternatives exist for
sary; and always, always be an advoanswering calls for help. "What's
wrongwith the Twelve Step Program?,"
cate forthoseto whom we aretryingto
give some help and some time to heal.
asks Cusack. "What's wrong with
Sounds pretty basic to me.
treating alcoholics and addicts the
Itseemsto manyofus,especially in
same way? What's wrong with doing
these days of overwhelming change
small things,such aswatchingadogor
on al I fronts with everyone looking to
cat so someone can go to treatment?
carve out their own identity and the
Why shouldn't we push for more than
focus on diversity (workplace, perjust outpatient treatment? Are we lossonal, occupational and so on) that
ing sight of the basic assistance programs that have been helping others
maybe,just maybe, we as individuals
year after year? Are we worried more
and we as rank and file members of
about our survival than the survival of
EAPA need to come together as one.
those who need help?"
Jim Cusack put it eloquently and simCusack sees the "recovered" comply,"Get back to basics."
~
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1.

Please rate the consistency of your reading of the Exchange's content areas by:
4(Rarely)
2(Frequently)
3(Occasionally)5(Never)
1 (Always)
International News
Presidents Message
From the C.O.O.
Regions and Chapters
On the Labor Front
Feature Articles
Public Policy
Infotracks
Women's Issues
Conferences and Workshops

2.

Would you eliminate any of the above content areas? Which ones?
Yes

No

Areas)

Would you add any new content areas?

3.

Yes
4.

No

Areas)

Would you change the manner in which any of the above areas are presently written?
Yes

No

Explanation:

5.

Is the current Exchange meeting your needs?

6.

How important is on-time (first week of the month) delivery to you?
very important

important

yes

no

Comments:

somewhat important

7.

Do you now receive your Exchange during the first week of the month?

8.

What topics in the employee assistance field are of particular interest to you?

9.

What topic should the Exchange address as soon as possible?

10.

Would you be interested in submitting an article for publication in the Exchange?
Yes

No

_not important

yes

no your zip

What topic?

11.

Do you see a "Letters to the Editor" section as a useful addition to The Exchange?

12.

Do you subscribe to other employee assistance publications?

13.

Does the Exchange provide anything the other publications do not? What?

14.

To what extent did the Exchange play a role in your decision to become a member?

yes

no

no

Minor reason

_Important reason

Only reason

yes

Played no role in decision.
15.

Currently, the Exchange is offered only to EAPA members as a membership benefit; if it were to be offered on a
subscription basis, as well, would you continue your membership?
Yes
No

16.

(Check One) The Exchange should be published

Name

monthly

every other month.

Phone
Please Fax This Survey to (703)522-4585 by June 30, 1994.
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Victory (for the moment) Is Ours!
he mental health and substance
abuse community claimed victory in the Health Ways and
Means Subcommitteewhen an amendment to add mental health and substanceabuseserviceswasunanimously
voted to be added on tothe Chairman's
bill.
Chairman Pete Stark (D-CA) received the credit for being the first
Chair to have been able to move any
healthcare bill. His bill is basically an
expansion of the Medicare program.
Its strength is in that simplicity. In
addition, healthcare reform watchers
noted that the bill provided the first
successful test for financing reform
through a mandate to employers to
pay. The benefit approved is as follows:
Enhanced Benefits
• Intensive Residential Services.
Coverage would be provided in the
following residential programs: (i) residential detoxification centers; (ii) crisis residential programs or mental illness residential treatment programs;
(iii) therapeutic family or group treatment homes;(iv) community residentialtreatment centers; and (v)recovery
centers for substance abuse.
These services would be available
for up to 135 days per year. Beneficiaries receiving this benefit would have
their inpatient psychiatric benefits reduced by one day of inpatient care for
every three days of residential services
received. The Secretary would be directed to develop standards for the
appropriate management of these services.
• Intensive Community Services.
The following intensive community services would be made available: (i) psychiatric rehabilitation services; (ii) day treatment services for
children;(iii) behavioral aideservices;
(iv) in-home services; (v) case managementservices; and (vi) ambulatory
detoxification services.
This benefit would be limited to 90
total days per year and would have a
20 percent copayment. The Secretary

would be directed to develop standardsfortheappropriatemanagement
of these services.
• Outpatient Psychotherapy Visits
for Children and Adolescents.
Outpatient psychotherapy visits for
children through age 18 would be
provided with a 20 percentcopayment.
Comprehensive Managed
Mental Health Programs
• State Flexibility.
Broad flexibility would be available to States to establish comprehensivemanaged mental health programs.
The programs would promote the development of integrated delivery systems for the management of mental
health services for low-income adults
and children with serious mental illness or emotional disturbance. The
programs would allow individuals to
continue to receive the services defined in the national guaranteed benefit package for mental health (as
amended by this proposal), but withoutthelimits and,at State option, with
reduced copayments.
• Eligibility.
Eligibility of individuals to participate incomprehensive managed menta~ health programs would be based
on Federal standards, although States
would have the ability to define eligibility in greater specificity.
The Federal standards would assure that the State programs focused
services on adults with serious mental
illness and children with serious emotionaldisturbance, as evidenced by a
need for multiple services (either a
past history, or prediction of future
needs),and who have adisorderwhich
is expected to last at least one year.
Limitations on benefits would not
apply to individuals participating in a
comprehensive managed mental
health program.
• State Planning and Other Requirements.
States would be required to submit
a plan for a comprehensive managed
mental health program which specifies:

1. The management, access and
referral structurewhichtheStatewould
use to promote and achieve integration of the basic benefits and other
appropriate services which the State
intends to integrate under the State's
comprehensive managed mental
health program.
2. The detailed specifications for
the program which will assure that
eligible individualshaveaccesstoeach
service, as appropriate, in the basic
benefit (including current Medicare
benefits and the enhanced benefits
added by this proposal.)
3. The definition of"serious mental
illness for adults" and "severe emotionaldisturbance in children" within
the State's program, based on Federal
standards.
4. Additional Federal, State and
Local funds that the State proposes to
integrate in order to finance the program.
The bill will now be considered by
the full Ways &Means Committee,
which is expected in general to be
more conservative.
~

Milestone Cost
Study Available
Five thousand hard-bound copies of
Socioeconomic Evaluations of Addictions
Treatment, published May 15, are available for order. Prepared for the
President's Commission on Model State
Drug Laws, the study comes from the
Center of Alcohol Studies of Rutgers
University in Piscataway, New Jersey.
Partofthe dramaticfindings,on the longterm costs of alcoholism, were outlined
by lead authorJames W.Langenbucher,
Ph.D., during the EAPA Fourth Public
Policy Conference in March. Demand
for copies ofSocioeconomic Evaluations of
Addictions Treatment will determine subsequent publication in soft-bound format. To order, call (703) 836-6100, or
write:
Ms. Berit Dean,
Executive Assistant
Nad. Alliance for
Model State Drug Laws
Bankers' Square
120 North Pitt Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
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Your EAPA Chapter Presidents

Josi Hilgers Noyes

Chris Gomberg

In

Marianne Skrobiak

May, the Exchange began its PROfiles ofEAPA's Chapter presidents. EAPA applauds
the commitment and dedication shown by those who have accepted the challenge to
lead their members and their profession. Feel free to contact the Exchange if you would
like your president/chapter PROfiled during a particular month. Two months'lead time is
required.

Chris Gomberg
San Fernando Chapter
Kaiser
the
From
Permanente Alcohol and
Drug Program, Chris
Gomberg does not have to
wonder about the road not
taken: he's taking them al I.
His career paths now include providing EAP services for Cedars-Sinai,
where he has been for six
years, Matel Toys(11 years)
and Health Net(one-and-ahalf years).
The story of the San
Fernando Chapter is one
Gomberg is eager to discuss. "Almost two years
ago, our membership was
at 68; it is now 118," he
says."Ourfocus has been to
deal with the third word in
EAPA—'Professional.' We
would host an environment
that serves as a networking
tool but, most importantly,
it would be a professional
environment."
The chapter continues to
publish for the community
and the chapter a resource
directory, now in its eighth
edition and a reliablesource
of chapter income. With
the aid of chapter intern
Elaine Spencer from California State/Northridge, a
recent .initiative has been
to: undertake a survey of
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the status of EAP at 100 area
businesses;taking treatment
directories to those businessesidentified asnot havingan EAPand invitingthem
to an EAPA chapter meeting;and development of an
internship handbook.Spencer, who interviewed the
executive board ofthechapter as well as committee
chairs, was supervised by
Maureen Cardiff, Special
Projects chaff r,and provided
much of the work for the
survey.The internship handbook included Spencer's
interviews, the company
surveys and her own ideal
model of the EAP based on
this effort.
An EAP focus group,
which meets prior to the
regular meetings, provides
an environment for EAPs
only to meet and discuss
common and mutual concerns. Chapter meetings
includeclinicians,tegaland
financial counselors, treatment centers, and others.
Gomberg suspects that
about half of the 90 to 100
chapter meeting participantsare members, half are
not.
The chapter has developed a documentthathelps
new committee and board
members to become ori-

ented to their positions.
"This document also helps
everyone to understand
how one position relates to
the others," says Gomberg.
"ft addresses tasks, chapter
member support for each
task and the timelines.
ThaYs one of the ways we
are ableto remain focused."
New revenue-producing
initiatives include promotional flyers from providers
which can accompany the
monthly newsletter and
other announcements
which go outto 600 people.
"There is a disclaimer that
these flyers are additional
information and not endorsed by EAPA," says
Gomberg.
"Many of our chapter
members have been writing, publishingand present.ing on EAP issues," he continues, naming books on
managed care and relapse
prevention written by chaptermembers. And,chapter
members continue to help
one another through the aftershocks of the January
earthquake, via debriefings
and resource sharing.
"Some chapter presidents say they burn out at
the end of their term," says
Gomberg, "but with the
growth and support of our

chapter and the activity of
its officers,that burnoutjust
isn't there. IYs fun and reward i ng. In fact,these chaptermembersoften dothings
behind my back — they go
off, come up with great
ideas, plan and do things so
effectively. I I i ke to th i nk of
that as classic empowerment!"
Larry Robinson
CEAP, CAC
Alabama Chapter
Larry Robinson's career
began as a juvenile probation officer "in another lifeFrom there,
time."
Robinson became clinical
director of an adolescent
inpatient chemical dependency unit; internal employeeassistance counselor
forthe Russell Corporation,
a texti le company; alcohol
and drug counselor for a
mental health center in Alabama;and is nowfouryears
and counting with Burke/
Taylor Associates.
Now in his fourth year as
chapterpresident, Robinson
found that meeting needs
was the route of choice for
transforming a stagnant 30member group in which
only ten to 12 were active
into a vital chapter with
more than 100 percent
growth. "One of our first
efforts was a survey, establishing the needs of our
membership, and finding
out what it would take to
get chapter members. to

meetings," says Robinson.
Next came organization
and planning. "Our meetings had been the second
Thursday, every other
month, and members
wouId forget. We now have
an agenda which has been
set ayear inadvance — al
meetingsites,alltopics. We
decided to run the chapter
like a business, with disciplineand structure. IYsthen
that we began to take pride
in ourselves as an association.
"My officers are the hardestworkingpeople I've ever
seen in my life," continues
Robinson. "The good thing
in ourchapter isthat people
leave their jobs and egos
outside and work for the
good ofthe chapter. I'I I cal
one officer and ask him or
her to do something and
chances are it's already
been done. IYs been a very
pleasurable four years.
get to take al I the credit, but
those people work themselves todeath forthe chapter."
With elections scheduled for August and new
officers to be announced in
October,the new president
taking office in December
will send out a list of every
meeting — where, contact
person,topic —with PDHs
available.
Some of the schism-inducing problems found in
other chapters have yet to
appear in Alabama."We're
notthat sophisticated,"says
Robinson. "We don't have
many managed care people
in our chapter, although
we're targeting that area for
next year's membership.
We're also going to be after
greaterunion participation.
"We have started an EAP
for the chapter, rather than
contract with an outside
source. Pastpresidentswill
serve asthe EAP,which also
helps to keep past presidents active." After the

March tornado devastation
visited on areasofAlabama,
chapter members called
one anotherto lend support
and encourage members to
"come see us. Two of my
members have holes in their
roofs, others could not get
to work before cutting up
trees blocking their driveways.
"One of the reasons I've
been able to be president
and remain involved in
EAPA is because ofthe support given by Burke/Taylor
Associates." Located in several states,, Burke/Taylor
encourages active membership in EAPA chapters.
Robinson has been married
for 27 years and has a 21year-old daughter, two femalecats and a female dog.
"I'm surrounded by females," says Robinson,
"and I love every minute of
it!„
Josi Hilgers Noyes
CEAP, B.S., R.N.
M.A., NCC
New Mexico Chapter
Being chapter president
has been "satisfying work,"
says )osi Noyes, "and well
worth the effort. My company, Public Service Co.of
New Mexico, has been extremely supportive of me
and the Employee Assistance Program since 1985,
when I designed the program." Since its inception,
the program has had a varying number of counselors,
from four down to two, for
a company of 2,700 employees. "We offer a broad
brush program," Noyes explains, "including shortterm counselingforemployees and their family members."
As in most EAPs, she is
continuously vigi lant about
the status of the providers
and community resources
who will best serve the clients. Also, the demand for
"just-in-time trainings"

geared toward change,transition and downsizing issueshas increased steadily,
as the company has laid off
more than 1,200 employees since 1986.
Due to turbulent times
in the workplace, Noyes'
training as a mediator has
grown more valuable and
enhanced the scope of the
program. She thinks this is
an important service and
needs to be included in
employee assistance programs of the future.
Noyes professes a "passion" for her work. "My
work can be frustrating, but
the rewards far outweigh
the frustration," she says.
"EAP has been a great way
to combine my two careers,
nursing and counseling."
Several years ago, she
worked with the benefits
department to carve out the
mental health benefits, enhancingquality of the care
whilecuttingcosts.che likes
to think of this service as
"balanced"care,ratherthan
managed care.The balance
works well for all involved,
including employees, the
company and the mental
health managed care team
at Blue Cross, with whom
she's developed a strong
working relationship.
Noyessays,"We work hand
in hand and provide excellent customer service."
Noyes'predecessor, Neil
Bierman, CEAP, LISW,
founded the New Mexico
chapter in the late'80s,and
Noyes became president in
1991. "Our greatest challenge was organizing the
chapter,"she says."We did
a needs assessment and
unanimously decided that
ethics was our top priority.
Following hours of discussion and agonizing
wordsmithing, we decided
on a mission statement.
"The fun thing aboutthis
work is the national support,"says Noyes."The San

Franciscochapterwas most
helpful in our pursuit of the
'perfect' statement." The
next challenge was creating the motivation to keep
the momentum going. In
the final analysis, it really
didn't take long. The EAPs
themselves rallied, as did
the community of providers,hospitals and treatment
centers. The timing was
right. "EAP can be a very
lonely job and the support
of my peers, locally and nationally, has proven to be
one of my greatest gifts in
this field."
Atone chapter meeting,
the chapter invited a medical director from a local
psychiatric unit and remindedhim that EAPs serve
more than 250,000 of the
500,000 residents in the
state. Noyes suggests that
all EAPsdeterminethe number of residents they serve
and make it known that the
EAP is not only a valuable
resource but also a powerful influence within the
community. "We are truly
a very professional group,"
says Noyes. "We can make
a difference in our workplaces and in our commun ity."
To maintain some sense
of sanity through all this,
Noyes believes, one must
have the backing of one's
management, one's communityand mostof all one's
family. Noyes says she is
married to a "wonderful,
supportive man" who reminds her often of the importance of a sense of humorand ahealthy,balanced
life. "Exercise and fun have
put my life in perspective,"
says Noyes, "as have our
seven children and ourfirst
new grandchild. Andwhen
the going gets rough, I turn
to the Seren ity Prayer,wh i ch
has helped me through the
sane and the insane times."
PROfiles continued
next pg.
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Marianne Skrobiak
CEAP
Southern Wisconsin
Chapter
From February 1986 to
August 1993, Marianne
Skrobiak served as EAP
Coordinatorfor Delco Electronics, adivision of GM,
representing management
in a joint union/managementprogram.She was one
of a very few people external to Delco to become a
cou nselorfor the company.
During a recent period of
organizational change,
Skrobiak came to know
personally the word
"downsizing." However,
as an example of the Chinese symbol for "crisis"
which also means "opportunity," Skrobiak was offered the option to take a
Career Transition Package
—an opportunitytogo back
to school. The timing of
thiseducational offercould
not have been better. This
is the first year that the state
of Wisconsin is mandating
licensing of professional
counselors, all of whom
must have master's degrees.
With a married daughter
and married son, Skrobiak
is —since October — a
grandmother. She is also a
full-time grad student who
will receive an M.S. in Educational Psychology(Community Counseling) in December of this year.
Since September of
1992, Skrobiak has had a
small clinical practice,specializing in providing experiential therapy for adult
children of alcoholics
(ACOA)and other dysfunctional families. Her career
goal is to be an external
employee assistance consultant to augment her private practice and to offer
outpatientcounseling inthe
alcohol and drug abuse
area. "I'm looking for the
three-prong career choice
to avoid burn-out,"she says.
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It was in 1986 that
Skrobiak became involved
with the Southern Wisconsin chapter, serving for two
years as recording secretary,
then two years as vice presidentbefore becoming president."Anybody runningfor
chapter president should
have previous experience
in at least one other office,"
says Skrobiak, "to ensure
continuity and to acquire
the necessary training."
One of the most significant changes Skrobiak has
observed in the Southern
Wisconsin chapter is the
development ofa real sense
of camaraderie,"beginning
during the tenure of )on
Christensen," with the chapter serving as a "very supportive network system for
each of us." Boasting 110
chapter members, the
Southern Wisconsin chapterhelped to encourage the
recent formation of the
South Central Wisconsin
chapter, led by )an
Dellenbach.
During Skrobiak's tenure, the chapter has developed annual budgets for
each standing committee.
"We've become a'biY more
structured,"she says,stressing that she wants to avoid
becoming overly structured.
"We now have greater accountability." The chapter
works as a team. Skrobiak
points to Legislative Standing Committee chair Nick
Hassler, who also chairs a
statewide legislative public
policy committee that coordinatesall three Wisconsin chapters (Wisconsin,
North Central Wisconsin,
South Central Wisconsin)in
meeting monthly to deal
with legislative issues,"specifically, healthcare and
licensure. It's imperative
that we come together as a
state," says Skrobiak. Another recent initiative is the
formation of a WorWFamily/Life Issues committee.

All chapter officers were
able to attend OfficerTraining at the National Conference in Anaheim, with the
chapter paying their registration fees. "It's important
thatweeach understandour
roles and receive the proper
training in order to carry
them out in line with National guidelines."
Skrobiak believes one of
the most critical areas for
EAPs in general, and for the
Southern Wisconsin chapter in particular, is "How
are wegoing to adjust/adapt/
conform to the changing
demands in the marketplace?," i.e., workingwithin
limited insurance benefits/
managed
care and
downsizing. "How do we
juggle that and still come
out as a viable option? My
thought is this: historically,
there has been a lot of controversy and antagonism
between external and internal EAP providers. However, weare facing a critical
period in terms of our overall survival and we need to
pull together and support
one another." Within her
chapter,Skrobiak has noted
a shift."There may be some
tendency towards factions,
but its minimal compared
to what it was when I first
came into the EAP field."
Skrobiak, who herself
sawthe"writingon thewall"
wh i le at Delco,believes one
must keep an open mind —
andkeep one's options open
as well. And, whether external or internal, "bottom
line, EAPs are a necessity.
We're a valuable asset for
corporate America in terms
of creating a healthier, happier workforce. I believe
very strongly in EAPs and
do all I can to keep them in
the forefront. I've had the
opportunitytodosome public speaking on EAPS and
managed care at the University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee — I'm trying to get

the word out."
Southern Wisconsin
Chapter's majoreventofthe
year is their local annual
conference,to be held June
23 and 24 at the Grand
Hotel in Milwaukee [see
"Conferences and Workshops," page 41 ]. "I believethe increasing quality
of each of our five conferences is a testament to the
caliber of professionals involved in ourChapter,"says
Skrobiak. "I'm proud to be
their president."
Kenneth Williams
M.S., LPC, CADC
Greater Oklahoma City
Chapter
From 1981 to 1988, Ken
Williams was a therapist at
a maximum security juvenileinstitution. "Oneofmy
assignments was to help
employees deal with burnout, stress, shiftwork, etc.,"
he says. During that period, Williams used
ALMACA as a resource.
From 1988 to 1992, Williams was with the State of
Oklahoma, developing an
EAP program for 41,.000
state employees. "I had to
doa lotof lobbyingwhile in
that position," says Williams. Now an EAP counselorwith Conoco in Ponca
City, Oklahoma, he credits
the team approach at
Conoco with enabling him
to perform his roleefficiently
and with less stress.
Williams
joined
ALMACA while working
with the StateofOklahoma,
continuing to use the Association as a resource and,
as a member, utilizing the
directory for a resource list.
of colleagues. He became
president of his chapter in
1992. Now eight years old,
the Greater Oklahoma City
Chapter has about60 members who have become inPROfiles continued on
pg. 10
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EACC PDH-approved
conferences and workshops:
Highlands EAPA,Chapter,)une 9 at
Turning Point, Beacon, NY,"Responding to and Coping with Stress: Techniques for EAP Professionals in Self-care
and Wellness," 1 hr.; contact Star
Qualter, 914-268-0693.
District I EAPA Conference, June
12-15(see ad this page): "Confronting
Violence at Home & at Work," "A
Specialized Look at Diversity," "Elder
Population Concerns," "Gay/Lesbian
Workplace Issues," "Workplace Diversity Panel," "Conflict Resolution:
New Aspects," "Understanding the
Latin Worker: Implications for EAPs,"
"Sexual Harassment Sensitivity Training for Employees," "Multiple Addictions: Strategies,""Keeping Up...with
Downsizing," "Changing Times for
EAP: The Time to Act Is Now," al I at 2
hrs. each;
"Law Enforcement Facilitators Network," "Training Method for EAP Consultants," "Above &Beyond Trauma
Debriefings: Strategies for Pre-intervention PlanningandPost-intervention Follow-up,""Bridgingthe Gap:The Minority Support Group," "Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder Throughout the
Lifespan,""Workplace 2000:The EAP's
Role in Addressing Cultural Concerns
within the University Setting," "Law
Enforcement EAPs," "Diversifying
Dependency:
The
Chemical
Nontraditional Approach," "The Managed Care System &the Law Enforcement Client," "EAP: A Cost Item or an
Effective Cost Savi ngs Tool?,""Transference in the Workplace," "Labor Assistance Professionals: Past, Present &
Future — Working Together," "Presentation Anxiety," "Finding the Balance:
EAP's Role in Supporting the Working
Mother," "Employees in Transition: Faci I itating Return to Work,""Pros &Cons
of DrugTesting,""Disability&theWorkplace," "A Second Look at Manager
Referral: Whose Problem Is It, Anyway?," "Empowerment within the
Blended Family: A Helpful, Humorous
Approach to Acquiring New Coping

Skills," "The Vicious Circle: Women,
Alcohol and the ADA,""Back to Work:
Operation Fresh Start for Co-workers,"
"EAP/Managed Care Interface," "Reshaping EAPs for Small Employers: A
Challenging Workshop for Professionals," all at 1.5 hrs. each.
San Francisco Chapter EAPA, June
14 in San Francisco, CA, "Impact of
Healthcare Reform on EAP Direct Services," 1 hr.; contact Sabina Betl, 415292-3710.
D.C. Chapter EAPA, June 16 at Arlington School EAP, "Innovative Intervention:From Creative Conf)ictto Healing Humor"; 1.5 hrs.; contact Liz
McBride, 202-225-2400.
Middle Tennessee Chapter EAPA,
June 16 in Nashville, TN, "Area Resource Update for EAPs Working with
HIV and Workers and Families"; July
21, "Quality Improvement Strategy for
EAPs"; each 1 hr.; contact Harriet
Stewart, 615-754-4130.
Northeastern New York Chapter
EAPA,)une 18 in Albany, NY,"Women
and Addictions"; 1 hr.; contact Mery
Seaman, 518-782-1146.
Southern WI Chapter EAPA,"EAP

2000: Balancing Needs of Individuals
and Organizations,"June23-24, Grand
Hotel,Milwaukee,Keynote: Karol Rose,
published leader of worWfamily practice. PDHs available; contact Tom
Koller,(414) 342-4560.
South Central Wisconsin Chapter
EAPA,Ju ly 8 at McBridge Center, Madison, WI, "Resource Exchange for the
EAP Professional"; 2 hrs.; contact June
Butera, 608-255-4419.
Other Conferences
The Third Annual Conference on
Treating the Recovering Professional,
June 16-17,Princeton University. Sponsored by:Princeton Housea UnitofThe
Medical Center at Princeton; contact
Carl Amenhauser/Ken Dickinson, 905
Herrontown Road,Princeton, NJ 08540,
609-497-3300. Features: Dr. Abe
Twerski, Dr. Robert Ackerman & Dr.
Madeline Naegle. PDHs applied for.
11th Annual North American CongressonEmployee Assistance Programs,
August 7-10 at Le Centre Sheraton,
Montreal,Quebec;for brochure,cal11800-453-7733; hotel reservations,514[y
878-2000. PDHs applied for.

CELEBRATING OUR WORKPLACE DIVERSITY

X994 ~~~~
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June12- 15,1994
Hotel Thayer, West Point, New York

Hosted by: The Highlands EAPA Chapter
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Western District o
The

Western Conference,
hosted by Colorado EAPA
Chapter March 20 through
23 in Denver, was an event which
will be remembered as a well-defined and directed professional experience. "Colorado —The Peak
Experience" was a fitting name for
this perhaps final of 12 Western District conferences.

entities that we serve. This touched
off a day of sessions devoted to currentand futureissuesin the employee
assistance profession.
Thefocal point was Donna Smith's
keynote address at Colorado's 18th
Annual Governors' Award Lunch.
Dr. Smith, Acting Director of Drug
Enforcement and Program Compliancefor the U.S.DepartmentofTransportation,addressed the direction of
drug and alcohol testing in the workplace. Her timely speech was heard
not only by the 90-plus registered
conferees, but by an addition 40010cal Colorado business people and

nor of Colorado. The Annual Luncheon,sponsored byColorado EAPA
Chapter and Labor's Community
Agency, was merged this year with
the Conference in order to illustrate
to Western District EAPs how we can
interface and work with the local
business community.
In keeping with the need for local
EAP-related education,twoseminars
— "Small Business Solutions to the
Troubled Employee" and "How to
Stay Out of Trouble(with DOT drug
testing)" —were presented to local
business people in conjunction with
the Governors' Luncheon program.
Opening-day conference topics —
presentedfirstinoverview byapanel,
then in separate breakout sessions
and finally summarized by the panel
— ranged from "Relapse Prevention
in the Workplace" to "The Faces of
AIDS" to "Gangs and Violence —
Where Do EAPs Fit In?;'among oth-

The
Colorado
Chapter
and its con` k;'.
ference
~'
planners
~' .~
~•~~
orches- '`'' ~ ~~~`
trated a
dynamic and timely program balanced with social events. However,
the smallturn-outfor the event made
clear that district conferences maybe
disappearing,thusbecoming another
casualty in the changing ways that
EAPs carry on their profession.
In his Opening Remarks, Jim
Francek addressed thefuture ofEAPs
— the changing face of the profession and our need to refocus on our
unique mission. From EAP's early
daysto now,Francek noted that businesses'view of their employees may
be changing from "employees are a
valuable asset" to "employees are an
expensive cost of operation." He
concluded that we should not worry
about what managed care is doing to
the profession,but what we,asEAPs,
need to do to change the way we
present ourselves to those business
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human service professionals.
The Governors'Award was presented to N.U.R.S.E.S. of Colorado
Corporation,astate-wide,peer assistance program for the nursing
profession. This prestigious award
for the outstanding Employee Assistance Program of the Year was
presented this year by Hon.GovernorRichard Lamm,former Gover-

"'

erence ca es t e Pe
On Tuesday, one-and-one-halfhour skill building and experiential
sessions were led by an array of
speakers from the Western and Pacific Regions, with topics ranging
from diversity in the workplace to
assessment of children to the impact
of cults to'optimizing marketing efforts. Cathleen Mann,speaking on
cults,stated that"onein five families
is impacted by cults, according to
Cult Awareness Network."
Following a Presidents' Breakfast,
during whichconferenceco-chairsDon
Rothschild and Ann Kelly and other
conference workers were recognized,
the final day was devoted to taking
care of ourselves in order to be more
effective in our jobs. It began with
motivational speaker, Donna
Strickland,who helped uslearn that
through humor we can make both
our lives and our jobs more enjoyable. According to Ms. Strickland,
who provided severaltechniquesfor
conferees to take back to use with
their clients, "Humor is one of the
best ways- to defeat the impact of
stress we experience daily."

Special tracks began March 18 with
EACC'sspecialEAPtraining class"Elements of EAP: A Comprehensive
Overview"by Brenda Blair;other special tracks included Labor and
Women's Issues. Social events began
with"A Taste of Colorado;'an applecider-and-snack-social;' with rockand-roll entertainment provided by
Sweetness and Co., who also led willing conferees in
the
classic
"ChickenDance."
T u e s d a y
evening's social
event began with
barbecued ribs;
continued with
local country and
western dance

1)Conference Co-Chair Ann Kelly and husband, Kirk, in tune with the Western Banquet.
2) Sitting: Peggy Edington, Roslyn Heise, President, Colorado Chapter, Bob Mines,
Western Rgional Rep. Standing: Herm Heise, Shelly Shaffer, Marlene Chrissinger,
President Nevada Chapter, Ann Kelly, Conference Co-Chair. 3) Conference Opening
Ceremonies. 4) Governors Lunch Award presented to Elizabeth Pace, Executive Director, N.U.R.S.E.S. of Colorado, by former Governor Lamm, with Roslyn Heise, Chapter
President at right. 5) Conferees learned to nurture themselves during a workshop on
motivational humor.6)"Gangs and Violence —Where Do EAPs Fit In?" 7)The Western
Banquet included lessons on the Electric Slide.

by Don Rothschild

troupe The Sidekickers; and finished
with dancing to the country music of
Train 45,one of Denver's best western
bands. By theend oftheevening,some
of the Pacific Region "foreigners" had
gotten so good at this they had been
named "Honorary Coloradans"!
The low turnout for this conference, less than one hundred regis7

trants, was cause for review of
the future of district conferences. From more than 300 at
Newport Beach in 1991, numbers dropped to the mid-200s
at Las Vegas in 1992,about 160
in Portland in 1993,and down
to 94 this year. The general
consensus is that in the current
economicclimate perhaps only
asingle nationalconferenceis needed.
The question was asked: In 1995,
with the National conference in Seattle, why have a district conference
on the west coast earlier in the year?
It was therefore decided not to hold a
Western District Conference in 1995:
There will be a review of the process
next year for future district conferences:
Nonetheless,this,the 12th District
IV Conference,wasa powerfulevent.
EAPA Vice President George Cobbs
summed it up when he said "What
the conference may have lacked in
numbers,it more than made upfor in
its quality." The Colorado Chapter
appreciates the participation ofthose
in attendance and the help of those
who made it possible.
JUNE 1994 EAPA EXCHANGE
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EAP Curriculum Update
'n

February of 1990, the Exchange
publishedaguidetoEAPcurricula.
Since that time, several of the curriculahave altered their status. Ofthe
30 original programssurveyed,21 are
still in existence. At least two new
programs have begun, and three others haveclosed theirdoors,forvarious
reasons.
Paula K. Harney, LPC and Susan
Frissell, Ph.D. took another look at
EAP training programs and discovered that Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo joined with two of
the Big Three automakers and the
United Auto Workers to initiate a program in 1993(Exchange,March 1993).
An undergraduate program targeting
current EAP professionals, Western
Michigan's curriculum encompasses
a high-tech approach,includingsatellites, computer networks and interactive TV. Participants can, therefore,
work toward their degree without
physically being on WMU's campus.
Kent State University now offers a
M.A. through its Individual and Fam-

ily Studies Program, Option II, Employee Assistance Professional. As
the catalogue states: "This program is
designed for the student seeking...a
position in business/industry to direct
the planning and delivery of informationaland support services to employees and their families." Columbia
University (NY) continues to offer an
18-credit program through its School
of Social Work. The two-year program can be completed in 17 months
and is specific to the world of work. A
major portion of the program is given
to a th ree-day-a-week i nternsh i p where
students learn to deal with problems
specific to the workplace.
Six of the original EAP curriculum
programs surveyed in 1990(Penn State
University, University of Maryland,
University of Texas/Houston, California University of Pennsylvania, East
Carolina University) were unable to
be confirmed, due to lack of response
to our inquiries.
Due to lack of enrollment, Lesley
College's(Cambridge, MA)MSM pro-

The EAPA Education &Training Committee seeks to update a list of colleges
and universities offering EAP curricula which appeared in the February 1990
Exchange. If you have any information on new or discontinued programs,
please advise by fax or letter: Paula Harney,c/o EAPA;fax 703-522-4585;2101
Wilson Blvd., Suite 500, Arlington, VA 22201.

California University of Pennsylvania
University of California, San Diego
Columbia University (New York)
Cornell University (New York)
East Carolina University (North Carolina)
Franklin University (Ohio)
George Washington University (D.C.)
Georgia Institute of Technology
Hunter College, City University of NY
University of Illinois at Chicago
Loyola College in Maryland
University of Maryland at Baltimore
Mercer University (GA)
University of Michigan
National College of Education (IL)
Pennsylvania State University
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Rutgers, The State University
Schools of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Studies:
Summer School of Alcohol Studies
Advanced School of Alcohol and Drug
Studies
New Jersey Summer School of Alcohol
and Drug Studies
Rochester Institute of Technology (NY)
University of Southern California
State University of New York at Albany
Syracuse University (NY)
University of Texas at Houston
Trinity College (D.C.)
University of Utah School on Alcoholism and
Other Drug Dependencies
Vanderbilt University/Peabody College (TN)
Virginia Commonwealth University (VA)
Wayne State University (MI)

gram, with an EAP specialization,
closed in 1993. By 1990, Lesley had
graduated 100 people for the program
which was described as a "hybrid correspondence and residency program
ai med at professionals across the U.S."
Temple University (Philadelphia,
PA)canceled its program by Fal 1 1993.
Started in 1983, it offered a graduate
certificate with five units in employee
assistance. Designed to meet the necessary criteria for CEAP designation,
Temple graduated 55 people by 1990.
Finally, California State University's
program,which offered a M.S. in Counseling,with two EAP-specific courses,
also closed.
Harney and Frissell request further
information on EAP curricula for future publication in the Exchange. If
anyone has knowledge of programs
not listed here, or of changes in currently listed programs, please direct
information to the attention of Paula
HarneyorSusan Frissell/Education and
Training, and mail to EAPA at 2101
Wilson Boulevard, Suite 500, Arlington, Virginia, 22201; or fax to (703)
522-4585.

Cynthia K. Persico Honored
Cynthia K. Persico, Owner and Director of Jacksonville, Florida-based
EAP WORKS, Inc, has been named
"Woman BusinessOwneroftheYear"
for 1994. The annual award recognizesoutstanding entrepreneurs based
on increased revenues and profit, response to adversity and overall commitment to excellence.

Cynthia K. Persico

Sally E. Mann

Mann Heads Jernberg
Corporation

disabilities raisesomeofthe mostchallenging issues under the ADA's employment provisions. . ..Moreover,
with their impact on behavior and
social interactions, psychiatricdisabilities sometimes raise difficult issues for
employers and coworkers."
Chapters in the 136-page book,
which is available for order (see below), include the following:
• an Executive Summary;
• definitions and an overview of
the ADA's requ irements and the pol itical and legal antecedents;
• descriptions of psychiatric disabilities, their prevalence, common
symptoms and treatment, associated
functional limitations and their impact
on employment;
• consideration of many of the
crucial requirements of Title I of the
ADA, which deals with employment
issues including disclosure, qualification standards, reasonable accommodations and the issue of direct threat,
and also discussion of the ADA's potential impact on mental health benefits;
• a review of Federal enforcement,
technical assistance and research support related to the ADA, psychiatric
disabilities and employment.
Reference to "Employee assistance
programs(EAPs) and other human re-

The Jernberg Corporation has
named Sally E. Mann, of Oakham,
Massachusetts, as President and Chief
Executive Officer. Mann succeeds
company founder Bill )ernberg, who
will continueasChairman ofthe Board.
Jernberg called Mann's 13 years of
service to the company"unparalleled"
in the field.
NEAS Announces Promotions
Wisconsin-based National EmployeeAssistance Services, I nc.(N EAS)
has announced the promotion of two
staff members.
Joanne Sznaider,formerly EAP Consultant, is now Manager, Clinical Services. David Goehner, formerly EAP
Psychotherapist,isnow Assistant Manager, Clinical Services.
Green Spring Gains
50,000 Members
Green Spring Health Services, Inc.,
through its Tacoma, Washington office, has been selected by national
and regional accounts to provide employee assistance and mental health
and substance abuse service to about
50,000 members for private and public sector accounts. States in which
new private sector accounts are now
offering this product are Vermont,
Michigan, Pennsylvania, Idaho, the
District ofColumbia and Washington.

Superintendent of Documents Publications Order Form

~

New Business

Psychiatric Disabilities,

Employment, and the
Americans with Disabilities Act
In March,the Office of Technology
Assessment released the above-referenced background paper. Roger C.
Herdman, Director, in his foreword,
states, "Without question, psychiatric

~
P3

Order Processing Code:

Addresses Violence
John C. Hopkins, M.S., L.P.C.,
CEAP,President of Tyler,Texas-based.
CASE Management Associates, Inc.,
has established The Institute for Workplace Violence &Trauma. Asa division of CASE, The Institute will study
the causes and effects of both the
violent act in the workplace and the
resultant emotional trauma to the victims, their families and co-workers,
and will help businesses and the community develop and implement
proactive and reactive training programs.

sources professionals,"found on page
14 under "Mental health advocacy
organizations," is as follows:
Manymid-and large-sized companies have EAPs and/or other human
resource offices, whose responsibilities include health education, the provision of or referral for counseling
services, disability management and
ADA implementation. These managersand service providers clearly need
and are prime targets for information
on psychiatricdisabilities. NIDRR,with
its grant to the Washington Business
Group on Health, and NIMH's D/ART
program have alreadybegun targeting
these groups.
The "Testimony in the Worksite:
Issues Around Discrimination and
Accommodation" section also discusses the impact of psychological
testing on people with psychiatric disabilities and whether or not psychological tests should be viewed as preemployment tests or medical exams,
"which are more stringently regulated
under the ADA."
The Technology Assessment Board
of the 103rd Congress is chaired by
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy and Rep.
Don Sundquist, and made up by five
Senators and five Members of the
House of Representatives.

Telephone orders(202)783-3238

"7330

(The best time to call is between 8-9 a.m., EST.)

~ ❑YES, please send me the following:

To fax your orders (202)512-2250
Charge your order. It's Easy!

_ copies of Psychiatr/c Dlsab111ties, Employment,and the Americans with Dlsablllt/es Act
(136 pages), S/N 052-003-01366-5 at $8.50 each.
The total cost of my order is $
.International customers please add 25%. Prices include
regular domestic postage and handling and are subject to change.
I
(Company or Personal Name)

(Please type or print)

I
I (Additional address/attention line)
(Street address)
I
I

(City, State, ZIP Code)

Please Choose Method of Payment:
D Check Payable to the Superintendent of Documents
❑GPO Deposit Account
~
—O
O VISA or MasterCard Account
~(Credit card expiration date)

I

Thank you Jar
your order!

(Authorizing Signature)

(03/94)

May we make your name/address available
to other mailers?

YES NO
❑ ❑

(Daytime phone including area code)
(Purchase Order No.)

Mail to: New Orders, Superintendent of Documents, P.O. Box 371954, Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954
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Alcoholism &Drug Abuse 7~eatrnent Center
~~ithers

St. Luke's/Roosevelt Hospital Center 428 West 59th Street, New York, NY 10019 (212) 523-6491

Nonprofit Organization
U.S. POS-rAGE
PAID
Long Prairie, MN
Permit No. 93

•ASSOCIATION

Employee Assistance Professionals Association
2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201
Dr. Jodi Jacobson Frey
University of Maryland
410-706-3607

